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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is a corporate governance dispute in which a disgruntled minority shareholder, 
the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources ("DWR"), filed suit against Huntington-Cleveland 
Irrigation Company ("Huntington-Cleveland" or "Company") seeking to invalidate historic 
amendments to its Articles of Incorporation which allowed for different voting rights and 
unequal assessments for classes of shareholders. Huntington-Cleveland is a a non-profit 
mutual water company which provides water to its shareholders in northern Emery County 
via three major canal systems. DWR owns shares, and purportedly controls other shares, in 
Huntington-Cleveland to provide water to DWR's wildlife game preserves in Emery County. 
B. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
On June 14,1999, DWR filed a complaint in the Seventh Judicial District Court for 
Emery County alleging causes of action that challenged the legality of amendments to 
Huntington-Cleveland's Articles of Incorporation made in 1987 and adoption of Bylaws in 
January of 1995. In response to a Rule 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss on the grounds that 
amendments made in 1977 specifically authorized the unequal assessments, DWR filed an 
amended complaint on August 17, 1999 ("Complaint," attached to DWR's Brief as 
Addendum A, R. at 104-205) alleging that the 1977 amendments were also invalid. 
Huntington-Cleveland again moved for dismissal of the Complaint on several grounds, 
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including the right to corporate self-governance and DWR's failure to act within the time 
periods allowed by the applicable statutes of limitation. 
Huntington-Cleveland's second motion to dismiss was fully briefed, and on 
November 9, 1999, Judge Halliday heard oral arguments thereon. Judge Halliday entered 
a ruling on February 22,2000 and a final Order of Dismissal on April 11, 2000, both on the 
basis that each and every claim asserted by DWR was barred by the applicable statutes of 
limitation. DWR thereafter filed its Notice of Appeal to this Court on May 11, 2000. 
C. BACKGROUND FACTS 
Mutual irrigation companies are an important part of Utah's history. They were the 
foundation upon which development of most of the State occurred. Early settlers quickly 
realized that they would need to combine their resources in order to bring water to their 
individual farms. Thus, non-profit, mutual irrigation companies were formed to manage 
those combined resources for the benefit of the group as a whole. Three such mutual 
irrigation companies were formed in the Huntington area of Emery County immediately upon 
its settlement in the 1870s. After fierce competition amongst themselves proved 
counterproductive, the three irrigation companies combined in 1931 to form Huntington-
Cleveland. (See, e.g., Original 1931 Articles, R. at 128-138; 282 p. 5.) 
The original Articles of Incorporation for Huntington-Cleveland (a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Addendum A) provided that there be four different boards of directors, one 
board for each of the three canal systems and one for the whole Company. Shareholder 
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voting rights were limited so that members holding shares in a particular canal system could 
only vote for directors for the board of that canal system and to ratify the adoption of any 
bylaws. The board of directors for the whole Company was made up of the directors elected 
to each of the three separate canal system boards. (1977 Amendments, R. at 131, 132, 134.) 
As demand for water for non-irrigation purposes such as industrial uses began to 
burgeon, concerns arose that such different water use may be harmful to the fundamental 
agricultural irrigation interests of Huntington-Cleveland. Therefore, in 1977, Huntington-
Cleveland amended its Articles of Incorporation to account for the fact that some 
shareholders wanted to use the Company's water for purposes other than traditional 
irrigation. These amendments (a copy of which is attached hereto as Addendum B) were 
a balanced approach that sought to protect the traditional irrigation interests of the main core 
of shareholders while allowing other shareholders to make new uses of the water under 
regulated conditions. The 1977 amendments accomplished this by creating a distinction 
between shares used for traditional uses such as irrigation, stockwatering, and domestic, and 
shares used for non-traditional uses such as municipal and industrial. The amendments also 
provided for equitable, but unequal, assessments based upon the purpose of use, among other 
things. (1977 Amendments, R. at 141, 142; 282 p.5-6.) 
The 1977 amendments were duly approved in a secret ballot by the shareholders at 
a properly noticed annual shareholder meeting, with a separate vote taken on each of the two 
major changes. The vote was 69% in favor of the provision creating the distinction based 
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on the nature of use and 71% in favor of the unequal assessments provision. (R. at 143.) 
DWR never challenged the validity of these amendments for over 22 years, until August of 
1999 when the First Amended Complaint was filed. (Complaint, R. at 104; 282 p. 6-7.) 
In 1987, Huntington-Cleveland again amended its Articles of Incorporation. These 
new amendments (a copy of which is attached hereto as Addendum C) included, inter alia, 
a modification of the voting rights of shareholders using water for non-traditional uses. 
Thereafter, those shareholders could not vote at the individual canal system shareholder 
meetings, but they were still entitled to vote at the Company-wide shareholder meetings to 
approve the newly elected directors. (1987 Amendments, R. at 154, 155.) 
The terms used in the 1987 amendments for distinguishing between the traditional 
uses and the non-traditional uses were short-hand references. The amendments used 
"irrigation purposes" to refer to the irrigation, stockwatering, and domestic1 purposes 
identified in the 1977 amendments. Similarly, the reference in the 1987 amendments to 
"municipal and industrial purposes" necessarily included all other uses. (R. at 154, 155.) 
The 1987 amendments were also adopted by more than two-thirds of the shareholders 
represented at a duly called and noticed annual shareholder meeting. (R. at 147.) Again, 
DWR did not challenge the validity of these amendments for 12 years until 1999. 
1
 Domestic uses of canal water was a common practice in earlier decades, but it 
ceased years ago because of the implementation of drinking water systems. 
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In 1995, the general Board of Directors for Huntington-Cleveland adopted Bylaws for 
the governance of the Company (a copy of which is attached hereto as Addendum D). As 
part of those Bylaws, express definitions were provided for the terms "irrigation use" and 
"municipal and industrial use" as used in the 1987 amended Articles of Incorporation. 
"Irrigation use" was defined as "water applied to land for crop or livestock feed production 
purposes for pecuniary gain," whereas "municipal and industrial use" was defined to include 
"all beneficial uses which are not classified hereunder as 'irrigation use.'" (Bylaws, R. at 
184.) 
Under the Company's Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws are adopted by the general 
Board of Directors. The shareholders do not vote on their adoption, but may vote to amend 
or repeal the Bylaws adopted by the Board of Directors. (R. at 160.) The Board duly 
adopted the Bylaws at a board meeting on January 26, 1995. The Company's shareholders 
were notified of the adoption of the Bylaws both at the annual shareholder meetings for each 
of the canal systems in early February, 1995 and at the annual general shareholder meeting 
on February 25, 1995. The shareholders, including DWR, were specifically notified of the 
definition of "irrigation use." (Complaint, R. at 111-12, fflf 39-44.) 
DWR admits that, at shareholder meetings in February, 1995, it was made aware of, 
and objected to, the reclassification of a portion of its shares from "agricultural" (i.e., 
"irrigation use" shares, hereinafter "Irrigation stock") to "non-agricultural" (i.e., non-
irrigation or "municipal and industrial use" shares, hereinafter "M&I stock") under the new 
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Bylaws and of the application of the Company's Articles which limit the voting rights of 
those shares. (Complaint, R. at 111, <| 40.) Accordingly, DWR had actual knowledge in 
February of 1995 that a portion of its shares had been reclassified as M&I stock and that 
DWR would thereafter be subject to the longstanding voting right restrictions and higher 
assessments associated with such M&I stock. However, DWR never attempted at the 
February, 1995 shareholder meetings, nor at any duly called shareholder meeting thereafter, 
to amend or repeal the Bylaws it is now objecting to, as required by the Company's Articles 
and Bylaws. {See e.g.,R. at 160, 191.) 
Although Huntington-Cleveland had been levying unequal assessments for years 
based on the irrigation/non-irrigation distinction, and pursuant to the notice given to DWR 
in February, 1995 that some of its shares had been reclassified as M&I stock, Huntington-
Cleveland began assessing a portion of DWR's stock as M&I stock in late 1995 in 
accordance with the definitions in the new Bylaws, i.e., as stock used to provide water for 
purposes other than "applying it] to land for crop or livestock feed production purposes for 
pecuniary gain." (R. at 112, f^ 46.) DWR paid the assessments on the shares determined to 
be M&I stock at the M&I stock rate under protest, but did not act upon that protest until June 
14, 1999 when it filed its first complaint. (R. at 113,1f 48.) 
DWR owns or controls 4,530.26 shares of stock in Huntington-Cleveland. (R. at 109, 
f 27.) DWR uses these shares at two locations. The first is a 287-acre game preserve known 
as the Emery Game Farm. (R. at 105-106, ^ 7.) The other is a 2,621-acre game preserve 
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known as the Desert Lake Wildlife Management Area ("Desert Lake WMA"). (R. at 107, 
1I14-) 
In 1995, Huntington-Cleveland classified 1,830 shares of the stock that DWR owns 
or controls as M&I stock. In response to DWR's protests, Huntington-Cleveland asked 
DWR in 1996 to identify the number of acres that DWR believed it was irrigating in light of 
the bylaw's definition of irrigation. DWR responded that 102 acres are irrigated at the 
Emery Game Farm and 180 acres are irrigated at the Desert Lake WMA, for a total of 282 
acres. Therefore, Huntington-Cleveland reclassified DWR's stock again in 1996, classifying 
1,146 shares as M&I stock and the balance as Irrigation stock, based on the acreage figures 
provided by u \y i^ This classification remained in place for the 1997 and 1998 assessments 
as well. (R. at 112,146; 201.) In 1999, Huntington-Cleveland determined after extensive 
discussions with DWR, that DWR did not meet the pecuniary gain requirement in the 
definition of "irrigation use" and thus classified all 4,530 shares of DWR's stock as M&I 
stock. (R. at 197, 198,203.) 
DWR now alleges in its Complaint that crops are planted on about 93 acres at the 
Emery Game Farm and that those crops are usually left in place for wildlife habitat and 
forage. (R. 105-106, f 7.) DWR also now alleges that about 150 acres at the Desert Lake 
WMA are cultivated and that another 200 acres are flood-irrigated rangelands. Grasses and 
grains are planted in the cultivated acreage. The remainder of the acreage consists of un-
irrigated land and water impoundments or ponds for wildlife uses. (R. at 107, ^ | 14-17.) 
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The assessment rate for M&I stock has been 600 per share higher than the assessment 
rate for Irrigation stock for all relevant periods. (R. at 203.) There are a number of 
Huntington-Cleveland shareholders whose stock has been classified as M&I stock and who 
have been paying the higher M&I stock assessment rate for decades. (R. at 250, note 6.) 
Each share of Huntington-Cleveland stock represents, in a typical year, about one-
third of an acre-foot of water. (R. at 201.) Thus, in a typical year, DWR is entitled to receive 
about 1510 acre-feet of water for the 4,530 shares of stock it owns or controls. 
The "duty" of water for irrigated land, i.e., the maximum amount of water that can be 
beneficially used in the irrigation of one acre of land, established by the State Engineer for 
land in Emery County is 4.0 acre-feet per acre of irrigated land. (R. at 201.) Thus, the 
maximum amount of water that can be beneficially used for traditional irrigation purposes 
is 1,774 acre feet (443 acres x 4 acre-feet per acre) if the acreage alleged in the Complaint 
is used (i.e., 93 acres at the Emery Game Farm and 350 acres at the Desert Lakes WMA). 
Under that scenario, and assuming that DWR usage meets the pecuniary gain requirement, 
all of DWR's stock would be classifiable as Irrigation stock, and this action would be moot. 
However, under the 282 total irrigated acreage reported by DWR to Huntington-
Cleveland in 1996, only 1,128 acre-feet could be classified as irrigation and the remaining 
382 acre-feet would need to be classified as non-irrigation use, again assuming that the 
pecuniary gain requirement is met. That equates to 3,384 shares of Irrigation stock and 
1,146 shares of M&I stock, with an increase in assessments of $687.60. If the pecuniary gain 
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requirement of the "irrigation use" definition is not met, then all 4,530 shares fall into the 
M&I stock classification and the annual assessments would be about $2,718 higher. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The trial court properly dismissed each of DWR's claims as being time barred by the 
applicable statutes of limitations. The relationship between a mutual irrigation company and 
its shareholders is one of implied contract, the articles of incorporation, bylaws and 
applicable statutes constituting the contract. DWR's Complaint seeks a declaration that 
Huntington-Cleveland has breached that contract and a recovery of damages caused as a 
result of that alleged breach. The statute of limitations on a breach of implied contract claim 
is four years under Utah Code Annotated section 78-12-25(1). The acts of breach alleged in 
the complaint occurred in 1977 when Huntington-Cleveland amended its Articles of 
Incorporation; in 1987 when Huntington-Cleveland again amended its Articles of 
Incorporation; and in January of 1995 when Huntington-Cleveland adopted Bylaws. DWR 
did not file its first Complaint until June, 1999, nearly four and one-half years after the last 
alleged act of breach. Its claims, therefore, which are contingent upon a declaration that the 
1977 and 1987 amendments and 1995 adoption of Bylaws were illegal, are barred by the 
statute of limitations in section 78-12-25(1). 
DWR claims that the statute did not begin to run until the last assessment was levied. 
However, DWR confuses the alleged harm with the alleged wrongful conduct, or breach. 
Utah law has never applied this "continuing harm" theory to a breach of contract claim. 
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Instead, Utah law makes clear that the statute of limitations begins to run on a breach of 
contract claim when the alleged breach occurs. Moreover, Utah law makes clear that in a 
shareholder action challenging the legality or validity of a corporate act, the statute of 
limitations begins to run when the plaintiff has sufficient information to put him or her on 
notice to inquire further if he or she has questions about the corporation's conduct. DWR 
knew of the 1977 and 1987 amendments to the Articles providing for the classification of 
stock according to the use of water and for unequal assessments and voting restrictions 
according to such use. In addition, DWR was informed in February of 1995 that some of its 
shares were being classified as municipal and industrial and would be subject to the voting 
restrictions and higher assessments. Thus, the four year statute of limitations began to run 
in February 1995, if not sooner, and DWR's claims challenging the validity of the amended 
Articles and Bylaws were appropriately dismissed. 
DWR's cause of action for statutory violation was likewise properly dismissed as 
being time barred by the trial court. Utah Code Annotated section 78-12-26(4) provides a 
three year statute of limitations on claims alleging a violation of statute. The alleged 
violations of statute in DWR's Complaint are the 1977 and 1987 amendments to the Articles 
and the January, 1995 adoption of the Bylaws. Each alleged violation occurred more than 
four years ago and, thus, the trial court was correct in dismissing the cause of action as time 
barred. However, even if this Court determines that section 78-12-26(4) does not apply to 
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DWR's cause of action for violation of statute, the four year "catch-all" statute of limitations 
contained in section 78-12-25(3) would apply and bar DWR's claim. 
DWR's new argument that a new and separate cause of action arose in 1999 when 
Huntington-Cleveland decided to reclassify all of DWR's stock is without merit. First of all, 
Utah law is clear in holding that minority shareholders do not have a cause of action against 
a corporation where the corporation acts within the terms of the corporate contract—i.e., the 
articles of incorporation, the bylaws and the applicable statutes. Huntington-Cleveland's 
corporate governance documents specifically allow for: 1) the classification of stock 
according to use of water; 2) the unequal assessment of stock according to its classification 
of water use; and 3) the restriction of voting rights at the individual canal level according to 
the classification of water use. Thus, DWR has no basis to challenge the voting restrictions 
and higher assessments absent some finding that the corporate governance documents are 
invalid. 
Second, DWR raises this new and separate claim for the first time in its brief This 
Court has generally adhered to the longstanding rule that it will not consider issues raised for 
the first time on appeal absent a showing of "plain error" or "exceptional circumstances." 
This rule is especially applicable to a motion to dismiss, where the only relevant allegations 
are those contained in the Complaint. This Court cannot review the trial court's decision to 
dismiss DWR's Complaint based on claims that were never presented to the trial court. 
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Thus, DWR's claim that a new and separate cause of action arose in 1999 is entirely 
irrelevant to this appeal. 
DWR's next contention that a new and separate cause of action arose each time 
Huntington-Cleveland levied a stock assessment or restricted voting rights is entirely without 
merit. Utah courts have continuously and consistently rejected claims by minority 
shareholders challenging corporate acts which were properly undertaken pursuant to the 
corporation's corporate governance documents. In addition, the legality and validity of the 
stock assessments and restriction on voting rights is entirely dependent upon the legality and 
validity of the amended Articles and Bylaws. The applicable statutes of limitations have run 
as to any challenge to the legality of the Articles or Bylaws. To accept DWR's argument 
would be to hold that a minority shareholder could challenge the legality of a corporation's 
articles of incorporation or bylaws 100 years after they were enacted, so long as the 
corporation assesses its stock. Such an argument is clearly contrary to Utah law, which has 
stated clearly that where the governance of a mutual water corporation dictates that a 
majority of the shareholders will control the obligations of all, those who are in the minority 
do not have grounds to challenge the will of the majority simply because they disagree with 
the same. 
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ARGUMENT 
I. DWR'S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT FAILS TO STATE A CLAIM FOR 
WHICH THE TRIAL COURT COULD GRANT THE REQUESTED RELIEF 
The starting point for any motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), and an appeal from 
the grant of such a motion, is the Complaint itself, the Court accepting the material 
allegations in the Complaint as true. See West v. Thomson Newspapers, 872 P.2d 999, 1004 
(Utah 1994). DWR's Complaint2 demonstrates that this is merely a classic case of a 
disgruntled, powerful shareholder trying to force its will on all other shareholders despite the 
contrary desires of a super-majority of shareholders. 
Each of DWR's causes of action in its Complaint was properly dismissed as being 
time barred by the applicable statutes of limitations. Implicitly conceding that its claims 
challenging the legality of the amendments to the Articles or adoption of Bylaws are time 
barred, DWR attempts to argue a new, unpled theory—i.e., that Huntington-Cleveland's 
alleged wrongful conduct was not the amendments to the Articles or adoption of the Bylaws, 
but instead was the annual assessments of shareholders. Despite DWR's present attempt to 
deviate this Court's attention away from the actual allegations of its Complaint, DWR's 
Complaint makes clear that the heart of its claims are that the 1977 and 1987 super-majority 
votes of the shareholders amending the Articles, and the Board of Directors' January 1995 
2
 The text of the Complaint is found at R. 104-23 and is attached as Addendum A 
to Appellant's Brief. 
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adoption of the Bylaws should be nullified not because of illegality, but because DWR 
dislikes the policy chosen by the majority of its fellow shareholders. 
A. Causes of Action 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of DWR's Complaint are Barred by 
Utah Code Annotated § 78-12-25(1) 
Each of DWR's causes of action attacks the legality and enforceability of the 1977 
and 1987 amendments to the Articles and the 1995 adoption of the Bylaws. DWR's 
Complaint acknowledges as much and specifically requests that the trial court: 
1. "[D]eclare that the HCIC actions are an arbitrary and capricious 
violation of DWR's property rights and its rights as an HCIC shareholder [and 
declare] the 1987 change to the Articles of Incorporation and the 1995 Bylaw 
modification void...." (First Cause of Action, R. at 115, fflf 59-60.) 
2. "[D]eclare DWR's water use to be an irrigation use, not subject to 
'municipal and industrial' assessment, and not subject to voting restrictions [or 
that] DWR's use of water is the 'irrigation of crops for the purposes of 
pecuniary gain' under HCIC's Bylaws and not subject to 'municipal and 
industrial' assessment or voting restrictions." (Second Cause of Action, R. at 
115-16, HTf 63-64.) 
3. "[D]eclare that the 1977 and 1987 changes in the Articles of 
Incorporation and the 1995 Bylaws modification are void as a breach of 
contract." (Fourth Cause of Action, R. at 118, f 78.) 
4. "[Ejnjoin HCIC from taking further improper action to discriminate 
against minority shareholders, specifically DWR, with respect to fundamental 
shareholder rights, such as voting with respect to Company management and 
establishing unjust assessments." (Fifth Cause of Action, R. at 119, ^  84.) 
5. Render judgment against HCIC for damages in the amount of $4,226.93 
"for overage of payment of'municipal and industrial' assessments since 1995, 
plus interest from that time until the initial Complaint was filed," (Sixth Cause 
of Action, R. at 119-20, f 88.) 
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6. Award DWR "attorneys fees it has expended, and will expend, to 
enforce these basic shareholder rights." (Seventh Cause of Action, R. at 120, 
1191.) 
It is clear from the face of DWR's Complaint that each claim is dependent upon the 
contention that the 1977 and 1987 amendments to the Articles and 1995 adoption of the 
Bylaws are illegal and void and specifically requests such a declaration. Such claims are 
barred by Utah Code Annotated § 78-12-25(l).3 
Section 78-12-25(1) provides: 
An action may be brought within four years: 
(1) upon a contract, obligation, or liability not founded upon an instrument in 
writing; also on an open account for goods, wares, and merchandise, and for 
any article charged on a store account; also on an open account for work, 
labor or services rendered, or materials furnished; provided, that action in all 
of the foregoing cases may be commenced at any time within four years after 
the last charge is made or the last payment is received. 
UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-12-25(1) (1996). DWR argues that its claims are not barred by 
section 78-12-25(1) because each annual assessment constitutes a new "charge" as that term 
is used in the statute and the statute does not begin to run until the last "charge" is made. 
Under DWR's theory, no statute of limitations would ever bar its claims as the claims would 
be revived each time an assessment was made. This position is contrary to Utah law, which 
provides that, in a shareholder action against a corporation, the statute of limitations begins 
to run when the shareholder obtains sufficient knowledge to put it on notice to inquire further 
3
 There is no dispute over which statute of limitation is applicable. Rather, DWR 
disputes when the statute began to run. 
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if it has questions about the corporation's conduct. See United Park City Mines Co. v. 
Greater Park City Co., 870 P.2d 880, 889 (Utah 1993). 
In support of its argument, DWR claims that "[e]ach annual assessment made 
erroneously or illegally by a mutual irrigation company gives rise to a separate cause of 
action." (Brief of Appellant at 21.) However, this argument presumes, and is dependent 
upon, a determination that the assessments were in fact "erroneous or illegal." There is no 
claim that the assessments themselves were erroneous, improper or illegal.4 DWR's claim 
for relief that the Articles and Bylaws are illegal is barred by section 78-12-25(1). 
In an effort to excuse its failure to challenge the Articles and Bylaws within the four 
year statute of limitation, DWR next argues that it had no reason to challenge the 
amendments to the Articles or the adoption of the Bylaws until October, 1995 at the earliest. 
However, its Complaint is directly contrary to such an assertion and demonstrates that DWR 
was informed that some of its shares had been reclassified as non-irrigation in February, 
1995. 
1. Annual stock assessments are not "charges" as that term is used in 
Utah Code Annotated section 78-12-25(1) 
DWR refers the Court to the case of CIG Exploration, Inc. v. Hill, 824 F. Supp. 1532 
(D. Utah 1993) in support of its contention that each annual assessment constitutes a new 
"charge" under section 78-12-25(1). However, the Hill case is irrelevant to this appeal. That 
4
 It would be entirely a different matter if the claim was that the assessment, i.e., the 
"charge," was itself erroneous. 
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case involved "claims for mistake, restitution/unjust enrichment, monies had and received, 
and overpayment" to recover alleged overpayment of oil and gas royalties. Id. at 1546. 
Moreover, those claims were not founded upon an implied contract, but rather arose "from 
equitable theories of unjust enrichment or implied assumpsit" and stood independent of any 
breach of contract claims. Id.5 
Unlike the Hill case, DWR's Complaint makes claims that are based on an implied 
contract and an alleged breach of that contract.6 DWR's claims are not like the claims in Hill 
which go solely to the overpayment of royalties and are not contingent upon a finding of 
breach of contract. Instead, DWR seeks first a declaration that the 1977 and 1987 
amendments to the Articles and the 1995 adoption of the Bylaws are void and a declaration 
that said amendments and adoption of Bylaws constitute a breach of contract. Absent such 
5
 DWR's reliance on the cases of Church v. Sajbel, 833 P.2d 813 (Colo. App. 
1992) (promissory note) and Kiamichi Electric Coop. v. Underwood, 842 P.2d 358 (Okla. 
App. 1992) (written utility contract) is entirely without merit, as both cases deal with 
written contracts. Utah's statute of limitations for an action on a written contract does riot 
contain the language upon which DWR bases its entire argument. See UTAH CODE ANN. 
§ 78-12-23 (1996). 
6
 It is interesting to note that DWR has failed to produce a single reported opinion of this 
Court of the Utah Court of Appeals that establishes its causes of action. On the other hand, 
Huntington-Cleveland cites a number of decisions by this Court that establishes the principle of 
self-governance by corporations and denying claims by minority shareholdrs challenging 
corporate acts. See e.g., Parts II and III, infra. 
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a determination by a court of law, DWR's claims to recover "illegal" assessments are entirely 
without merit.7 
There is no dispute that the relationship between a Huntington-Cleveland and DWR 
is one of implied contract, with the articles of incorporation, bylaws and governing statutes 
constituting the contract. See Salt Lake City Corp. v. Cahoon & Maxfield Irrigation Co., 879 
P.2d 248, 252 (Utah 1994). It is a well settled rule of law in Utah that the statute of 
limitations on an action for breach of contract begins to run when the alleged breach occurs, 
not when damages accrue. See Butcher v. Gilroy, 744 P.2d 311, 313 (Utah App. 1987) 
(citing Fredericksen v. Knight Land Corp., 667 P.2d 34, 36 (Utah 1983)). In its brief, 
however, DWR argues that the statute begins to run not when the breach occurs, but when 
the alleged harm caused by the breach comes to pass and comes to an end. Such an argument 
is without legal support and flies in the face of the actual claim made in DWR's Complaint 
for breach of contract itself. In its Fourth Cause of Action for breach of contract, DWR 
alleges: 
72. The relationship between a non-profit mutual water company 
and its shareholders is one of contract, with the bylaws, articles of 
incorporation, and applicable statutes, forming the contract. 
77. By unilaterally amending its Bylaws and Articles of 
Incorporation after DWR's acquisition of shares to increase DWR's 
7
 See, infra, Parts II and III for a discussion of why DWR's claims for 
reimbursement of unfair assessments do not create new, separate causes of action absent a 
finding that the corporate governance documents, i.e., the contract, were illegal or invalid, 
or that they did not allow for such assessments by Huntington-Cleveland. 
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assessment costs and prohibit voting-both without DWR's consent-HCIC has 
breached its contract with DWR and has impaired DWR's contract rights as 
a stockholder. 
78. This Court should declare that the 1977 and 1987 changes in 
the Articles of Incorporation and the 1995 Bylaws modification are void 
as a breach of contract. 
(R. at 117-18) (emphasis added). In other words, the breach of contract, as alleged by DWR 
in its Complaint, occurred in 1977, 1987 and January, 1995.8 Despite DWR's attempt to 
avoid the clear allegations in its Complaint and argue a new, unpled theory, the trial court 
applied the appropriate standard and relied solely upon the allegations in the Complaint. The 
trial court correctly held that the "alleged implied contract violations and statutory violations 
(i.e., those actually contained in the Complaint) all occurred in, or prior to, February of 
1995." (R. at 266.) (emphasis added). 
Indeed, if this Court were to accept DWR's argument, it would be holding that there 
is no statute of limitations to bar a challenge to a company's articles of incorporation or 
bylaws so long as that company assesses its stockholders each year pursuant to the articles 
or bylaws. So long as the stock is being assessed, a stockholder may challenge the validity 
of the company's articles of incorporation or bylaws that were enacted or amended more than 
100 years ago. Such an argument clearly goes against the legislature's intent to place a time 
8
 The Bylaws were adopted on January 26, 2995 and were presented to the 
shareholders in February, 1995. The shareholders, including DWR, did not move to 
amend or repeal the Bylaws at that time or at any time thereafter. 
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bar on all civil actions, whether equitable or not.9 Moreover, the entire purpose for having 
and enforcing statutes of limitations is "to encourage litigants to diligently seek out and file 
their claims early so as to promote finality and to protect defendants from having to defend 
stale claims." Julian v. State, 966 P.2d 249,254 (Utah 1998) (citing Norton v. Goldminer's 
Daughter, 785 P.2d 1087,1091 (Utah 1989)). Allowing a minority shareholder to challenge 
the validity of corporate governance documents no matter how long the passage of time, so 
long as the company's stock is being assessed, contravenes these clear policies and is not 
supported by Utah law.10 
9
 See, e.g., UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-12-1 (1996) ("Civil actions maybe commenced 
only within the periods prescribed by [Title 78, Chapter 12 of the Utah Code] ... except in 
specific cases where a different limitation is prescribed by statute.") (emphasis added). 
10
 Analyzing the language of section 78-12-25(1) in its entirety demonstrates the 
fatal flaws of DWR's argument. Section 78-12-25(1) addresses not only unwritten 
contracts, but also "open accounts for goods, wares, and merchandise" and also "for 
work, labor or services rendered, or materials furnished" on which "charges" are made 
and "payments" received. The language relied upon by DWR clearly refers to such "open 
accounts" upon which charges are made or payments received. The implied contract 
between Huntington-Cleveland and its shareholders is not such a contract. Rather, the 
articles of incorporation, bylaws and applicable statutes create a complex, corporate 
contract establishing the numerous rights and responsibilities of the Company and its 
shareholders. Indeed, DWR is not only seeking to recover alleged "illegal" assessments, 
but is also seeking to reestablish voting rights which are also defined according to the use 
of water and a declaration that the 1977 and 1987 amendments to the Articles and the 
1995 adoption of the Bylaws are invalid or illegal. DWR attempts to "sneak" these 
claims in behind a claim for reimbursement of "illegal" assessments. However, DWR has 
no legal entitlement to the alleged "illegal" assessments unless and until a court of law 
determines that they are in fact illegal. Such a determination of illegality is barred by 
section 78-12-25(1). 
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2. DWR cannot claim that they had no reason to challenge the 
amendments to the Articles or the adoption of the Bylaws until 
October, 1995 
DWR next argues that it had no reason to challenge the amendments to the Articles 
or adoption of the Bylaws until it was actually assessed in October, 1995 because "DWR was 
not immediately impacted by the January 1995 Bylaw change" which "did not impact DWR 
until... Huntington-Cleveland sent DWR its first assessment." (Brief of Appellant at 22.) 
DWR further argues that "it was not harmed by the January 1995 Bylaw change until the new 
definition was applied to DWR through the assessment process in October of that year." 
(Id.) (emphasis in original). 
Again, the foregoing assertions are directly contrary to DWR's Complaint, in which 
DWR admits and alleges that "[a]t an Huntington-Cleveland stockholder meeting in February 
of 1995, DWR representatives were informed that they could no longer vote their non-
agricultural (i.e., non-"irrigation use") shares at Company meetings for election of Company 
officers. After DWR representatives protested, they were told they could vote only if the 
vote did not influence an election's outcome." (R. at 111, f 40.) In other words, DWR 
representatives were told that some of their shares had been reclassified as non-irrigation, 
subjecting them to voting restrictions and assessment increases, in February of 1995 when 
the newly adopted Bylaws were presented to the shareholders including DWR.11 
11
 As set forth in the facts, the voting restrictions and additional 600 assessment are 
inextricably tied together. Non-irrigators do not vote for individual canal board members but 
may vote to approve the general company Board and on company-wide matters and non-
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It is well established in Utah law that in a shareholder action challenging the validity 
of a corporate act, "the statute of limitations ... begins to run when the plaintiff has sufficient 
information to put him or her on notice to inquire further if he or she has questions about the 
[corporation's] conduct." Aurora Credit Svcs., Inc. v. Liberty West Dev., Inc., 970 P.2d 
1273, 1278 (Utah 1998) (citing Berenda v. Langford, 914 P.2d 45, 51 (Utah 1996) (citing 
United Park City Mines Co. v. Greater Park City Co., 870 P.2d 880, 889 (Utah 1993))).12 
Absent a showing of 1) affirmative steps to conceal the facts giving rise to a cause of action 
or 2) that a reasonable plaintiff would not have discovered the claim earlier, the statute of 
limitations began to run when DWR learned of the facts giving rise to its claims.13 See id. 
at 1278-79. 
The acts complained of by DWR in its Complaint were the 1977 and 1987 amended 
Articles and the 1995 adoption of Bylaws.14 As demonstrated above, DWR learned in 
irrigators pay an additional $.60 assessment on their stock. This was in place even prior to 
February of 1995 and is still the case today. 
12
 In United Park City Mines this Court refused to toll the statute of limitations for 
shareholders who claimed that a restructuring agreement was unfair to them. The Court 
held that a proxy statement describing the restructuring agreement provided sufficient 
information to put the shareholders on notice of the need to inquire further about the 
agreement, because the proxy statement disclosed the very facts upon which the 
shareholders' allegations of unfairness arose. See 870 P.2d at 889. Similarly, DWR was 
put on notice at the February, 1995 shareholder meeting at the latest. 
13
 DWR does not contend that either element exists. There were no affirmative steps to 
conceal facts and DWR admits that it discovered the claim in February, 1995. 
14
 These are the "dynamic acts" complained of, not the assessments which were levied 
pursuant to these acts. 
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February, 1995, at the latest, that its stock was being reclassified as municipal and industrial 
and was subject to the voting restrictions and higher assessments. At this point in time, there 
exists both the alleged breach and admitted knowledge of the alleged breach.15 Thus, DWR's 
claim that they had no reason to challenge the amendments to the Articles or the adoption of 
the Bylaws until October, 1995 lacks merit and the four year statute of limitations in section 
78-12-25(1) began to run in February, 1995, if not earlier. 
B. DWR's Third Cause of Action for Alleged Violation of Statute is Barred 
by Utah Code Annotated § 78-12-26 
Utah Code Annotated section 78-12-26(4) (1996) provides that "[a]n action may be 
brought within three years ... for a liability created by the statutes of this state, other than for 
a penalty or forfeiture under the laws of this state, except where in special cases a different 
limitation is prescribed by the statutes of this state." DWR argues that its Third Cause of 
Action for violation of statute is not barred by Utah Code Annotated section 78-12-26(4) 
because it does not seek to recover funds and, therefore, does not create a "liability" under 
the statute. Such an argument lacks merit and even if, arguendo, section 78-12-26(4) does 
not apply to bar DWR's Third Cause of Action, the claim would be barred by the catch-all 
statute of limitations in section 78-12-25(3). 
15
 There is also in February 1995 alleged harm to DWR, i.e., not being allowed to vote. 
Thus, even under DWR's "no harm, no reason to sue" position, the statute would begin to run in 
February, 1995 and expire in February, 1999, at least four months before DWR sued. 
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The acts constituting the alleged violation of the statute are: (1) the 1977 amendments 
to the Articles of Incorporation; (2) the 1987 amendments to the Articles of Incorporation; 
and (3) the adoption of Bylaws in January, 1995. (See Complaint, R. at 117, f 70.) DWR 
contends that the alleged violations of statute do not create a "liability" because its Third 
Cause of Action does not seek "financial liability," but rather seeks declaratory relief. Such 
an argument is unsupported by law and contrary to DWR's Complaint. DWR is unable to 
refer the Court to a single authority which defines the word "liability" in section 78-12-26(4) 
as meaning exclusively "financial liability."16 Furthermore, DWR's Sixth Cause of Action 
seeks money damages for over payment of municipal and industrial stock assessments—a 
financial liability. This "financial liability" does not stand on its own but is contingent upon 
a finding that the acts alleged above in fact violated the statute or were otherwise illegal. 
Each of the complained of acts occurred more than three years ago. Thus, DWR's claim for 
violation of statute is barred by section 78-12-26(4). 
Nevertheless, even if this Court finds that section 78-12-26(4) does not apply to 
DWR's claim for violation of statute, the four year catch-all limitation period in section 78-
12-25(3) would apply and bar the claim. Although DWR claims that it "should not be 
precluded from [bringing its claims] by any statutes of limitations," (Appellant's Brief at 31), 
"[cjivil actions may be commenced only within the periods prescribed by [Title 78, Chapter 
16
 See Wilson v. Guaranteed Securities Co., 272 P. 946, 949-50 (Utah 1928) (holding that 
liability enforced in equity action to rescind contract for purchase of shares was one created by 
statute and barred by predecessor of section 78-12-26(4)). 
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12 of the Utah Code]... except in specific cases where a different limitation is prescribed by 
statute," UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-12-1 (1996) (emphasis added). Title 78, Chapter 12 of the 
Utah Code sets forth various time bars for several specific causes of action and contains what 
is known as the "catch-all" or "residual" statute of limitations for those actions not 
specifically mentioned in other sections. Under Utah Code Annotated section 78-12-25(3) 
(1996), "[a]n action may be brought within four years ... for relief not otherwise provided for 
by law." 
If, arguendo, 78-12-26(4) does not apply to DWR's violation of statute claim, then 
the claim would fall under this catch-all provision of 78-12-25(3). The alleged violations of 
statute in DWR's Complaint all occurred more than four years prior to DWR filing its first 
Complaint in June, 1999. Therefore, even if section 78-12-26(4) does not apply to bar 
DWR's claim for statutory violation, its claim would be barred by section 78-12-25(3) and 
the trial court properly dismissed the claim. 
II. A NEW CAUSE OF ACTION DID NOT ARISE IN 1999 WHEN 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND RECLASSIFIED SOME OF DWR'S SHARES 
AND DWR DID NOT ALLEGE SUCH A SEPARATE CAUSE OF ACTION IN 
ITS FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
As a further attempt to avoid the application of the statutes of limitations, DWR has 
introduced and argued a new cause of action—one that was not mentioned in its First 
Amended Complaint—and is therefore barred. Essentially, DWR claims that Huntington-
Cleveland's decision to reclassify some of DWR's shares as municipal and industrial in 1999 
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"created a separate and distinct cause of action which accrued just months before DWR filed 
its First Amended Complaint." (Brief of Appellant at 25.) In support of its argument, DWR 
refers the Court to the case of Workman v. Brighton Properties, Inc., 1999 UT 30, 976 P.2d 
1209. However, as explained below, Workman demonstrates that DWR does not have a 
separate cause of action for the reclassification in 1999. Moreover, DWR failed to state such 
a cause of action in its First Amended Complaint for which the trial court could have granted 
relief. 
A. This Court Held In Workman That Where The Articles Of Incorporation 
And Bylaws Allow For Assessments, Shareholders Are Required To Pay 
Such Assessments And Do Not Possess A Legal Claim To Challenge The 
Same 
In Workman, this Court was faced with the question of whether "Brighton could 
properly levy a $300 assessment against Workman," a shareholder in Brighton, a non-profit 
company. Id. at f 6. Workman argued that the stock assessment was beyond Brighton's 
power because "Brighton can levy an assessment against him only if his lot will receive a 
benefit from the expenditure." Id. at f 11. In other words, Workman's assessment was 
benefitting other shareholders at his expense and he claimed such an assessment was unfair. 
The district court ruled, sua sponte, that Brighton was authorized pursuant to its bylaws and 
restrictive covenants to levy assessments against Workman and that the $300 assessment was 
valid, granting Brighton summary judgment. See id. at f 1. 
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In its review of the district court, this Court first recognized that "'[i]t is well 
established precedent that the bylaws of a corporation, together with the articles of 
incorporation, the statute under which it was incorporated, and the member's application, 
constitute a contract between the member and the corporation.'" Id. at f 10 (quoting Turner 
v. Hi-Country Homeowners Ass'n, 910 P.2d 1223, 1225 (Utah 1996)). Thus, the Court 
looked to the governing corporate documents to determine if the contract allowed the 
allegedly unfair assessment. Workman argued that, "despite what the documents provide, 
it is fundamentally inequitable to assess an owner for a service that does not directly benefit 
his or her property." Id. at f 14. After a review of such documents, the Court rejected 
Workman's arguments and held that "the terms of Brighton's articles of incorporation, 
bylaws, and restrictive covenants require him to pay the assessment." Id. at f 16. 
In this case, DWR makes the same argument made in Workman—i.e., that it is 
inequitable to require it to pay a higher assessment to benefit other shareholders that use their 
water for traditional irrigation purposes.17 Just as in Workman, the Court must look at the 
17
 DWR's claims have always been based on its taking offense at being treated like 
other "municipal and industrial" shareholders such as utilities and governmental water 
providers. DWR claims it does not use water for municipal and industrial purposes and 
should not be treated as such. DWR's disagreement, however, misses the mark entirely. 
"Municipal and industrial," as defined in the Bylaws, does not refer to "municipal and 
industrial" as commonly understood. The Bylaws simply use the terms to refer to all 
other uses other than traditional irrigation for production of crops or livestock feed for 
pecuniary gain. Other shareholders such as utilities and governmental entities which also 
fall within this definition are also subject to the voting restriction and higher assessments 
and have been for many years. 
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terms of Huntington-Cleveland's governing documents to determine if Huntington-Cleveland 
was within its authority to make such a stock assessment. As demonstrated below, 
Huntington-Cleveland's articles of incorporation and bylaws specifically allow for unequal 
assessment of shareholders according to the use of water and a court of law should not step 
in and rewrite the contract between Huntington-Cleveland and its shareholders. 
The original Articles of Incorporation in 1931 allowed for unequal assessments at the 
individual canal level, setting a cap on the amount of the assessment only. (R. at 134.) In 
1977, Huntington-Cleveland amended its Articles of Incorporation to allow for unequal 
assessments based on the nature of water use and to classify stock according to such use. 
The amended Articles specifically provided that stock which represented "the right to use 
water for irrigation domestic and stockwatering purposes shall be unstamped." (R. at 141.) 
Stock which represented "the right to use water for municipal or industrial purposes shall be 
stamped 'municipal' or 'industrial' as the case may be." (Id.) The amended articles then 
provided that "[t]he assessment of both classes of stock of this corporation shall be equitable, 
as determined by the Board of Directors, but need not be equal." (R. at 142) (emphasis 
added). Moreover, in making such assessments, the Board of Directors was specifically 
allowed and instructed to "take into consideration the purpose of use of the water." (Id.) The 
1977 amendments were duly approved by a super-majority of shareholders and DWR did not 
challenged the validity of these amendments for over 22 years. 
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In 1987, Huntington-Cleveland again amended its Articles of Incorporation, 
modifying the voting rights of shareholders using water for non-traditional irrigation uses. 
The amended Articles specifically provided that "[stockholders using and having water 
distributed to them for municipal or industrial purposes shall not be entitled to vote in the 
[individual canal meetings] but shall be entitled to vote in the Annual Meeting of the 
Corporation." (R. at 154-55.) These 1987 amendments were also approved by more than 
two-thirds of the shareholders represented at a duly called annual shareholder meeting. (R. 
at 147.) Again, DWR did not challenge the validity of these amendments until June, 1999. 
In January, 1995, the Board of Directors of Huntington-Cleveland adopted Bylaws 
for the governance of the company. As part of those Bylaws, the terms "irrigation use" and 
"municipal and industrial use" were more clearly defined. (R. at 184.) "Irrigation use" was 
not surprisingly defined as "water applied to land for crop or livestock feed production 
purposes for pecuniary gain," and "municipal and industrial use" was defined as "all 
beneficial uses which are not classified hereunder as 'irrigation use.'" (Id.) In February, 
1995, at the annual stockholder meeting, DWR was notified that some of its shares would 
be reclassified as "municipal and industrial" as the terms had been more clearly defined, and 
that such shares would be subject to the voting restrictions and higher assessments. (R. at 
111,140.) DWR did not challenge the new definitions or reclassification of its shares until 
June, 1999 when it brought its first Complaint. 
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Just as the corporate governance documents demonstrated in Workman, Huntington-
Cleveland's corporate governance documents demonstrate that Huntington-Cleveland had 
the authority to assess its shareholders unequally according to their use of water. 
Huntington-Cleveland made the reasonable determination that DWR did not use its water for 
traditional irrigation purposes—for "crop or livestock feed production purposes for pecuniary 
gain." Although DWR may claim to "irrigate" some of its water to provide forage for 
wildlife, such irrigation is not for the production of crops or livestock feed to be sold for 
pecuniary gain. Thus, notwithstanding the statutes of limitations, Huntington-Cleveland's 
corporate governance documents allow for the unequal assessments and restriction on voting 
rights and this Court should not rewrite the contract otherwise. Therefore, DWR has no valid 
claim. 
B. DWR's First Amended Complaint Fails To State A Separate Cause Of 
Action For Alleged Unreasonable Or Unfair Treatment In 1999 
Even if, arguendo, Utah law recognized a cause of action by minority shareholders 
to challenge assessments of stock that are specifically allowed in the company's bylaws and 
articles of incorporation, such a cause of action was not raised in DWR's First Amended 
Complaint. DWR's argument that a new, separate cause of action arose in 1999 when 
Huntington-Cleveland decided to classify all of DWR's stock as municipal and industrial is 
entirely new to Huntington-Cleveland. Such a claim was not made in its First Amended 
Complaint or even in the proceedings concerning Huntington-Cleveland's Motion to Dismiss 
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the First Amended Complaint. Instead, DWR's claims have always been dependent upon 
a finding that the corporate governance documents are invalid or illegal. 
DWR had more than ample chance to amend its Complaint, just as it did after 
Huntington-Cleveland's first Motion to Dismiss was brought, to raise some separate cause 
of action to recover unfair assessments levied in 1999. DWR failed to do so and should be 
precluded from introducing new claims for the first time in this appeal. See Julian v. State, 
966 P.2d 249,258 (Utah 1998) (adhering to the "longstanding rule that [the Supreme Court] 
will not consider issues raised for the first time on appeal.") (citing Monson v. Carver, 928 
P.2d 1017, 1022 (Utah 1996) ("This rule applies to all claims, including constitutional 
questions, unless the petitioner demonstrates that 'plain error' occurred or 'exceptional 
circumstances' exist....") (quoting State v. Lopez, 886 P.2d 1105,1113 (Utah 1994))). As 
already discussed, the starting point for a motion to dismiss is the Complaint itself. 
Huntington-Cleveland cannot be expected to defend against claims that were not ever 
asserted in the Complaint and this Court cannot review the trial court decision based on 
claims that were never presented to the trial court. 
III. THE STOCK ASSESSMENTS AND VOTING RESTRICTIONS DO NOT, BY 
THEMSELVES, CREATE NEW, SEPARATE CAUSES OF ACTION 
DWR next argues that "a new and separate cause of action arose each year ... when 
DWR received an assessment and each time there was an election for officers in which DWR 
was not allowed to vote." (Brief of Appellant at 26.) However, Utah courts have never 
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applied the so-called "continuing harm" theory to a breach of contract claim. In addition, as 
discussed above, DWR does not have a separate claim to challenge the assessments or voting 
restrictions where the corporate governance documents specifically allow for the same and 
DWR has failed to even allege that the shareholder votes approving the amended Articles or 
the adoption of Bylaws by the Board of Directors were defective in any way. 
There is nothing improper or wrongful in levying assessments or restricting voting 
rights according to Articles and Bylaws. It is a well-settled principle of corporate law that 
when a corporation, acting through the appropriate legal mechanisms, makes a legitimate, 
reasonable business decision, disgruntled minority shareholders should not be entitled to 
challenge the decision in court simply because they are unhappy with it.18 
This principle is especially true when applied to a small mutual water irrigation 
company, whose entire purpose is to pool the resources of a group of water users under a 
corporate umbrella, and subject themselves thereto, to accomplish collectively "through 
unified action" what they would otherwise be unable to accomplish individually. Badger v. 
Brooklyn Canal Co., 922 P.2d 745, 749 (Utah 1996). However, with the benefits of unified 
action necessarily comes the sacrifice of individual autonomy. The Badger case is especially 
18
 See, e.g., 12B FLETCHER CYCLOPEDIA OF CORPORATIONS, § 5821 (1984) ("The 
fact that there is a difference of opinion among the stockholders ... and that the court's 
opinion agrees with that of the minority, will not justify interference.... Especially should 
matters relating to internal management not be questioned by the courts where a very 
large percent of the stockholders has approved the act complained of and only a meager 
number is seeking to overthrow the plans of the majority.") 
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instructive on this issue as it deals specifically with a mutual irrigation company and a 
minority shareholder challenging the action of a majority of the shareholders of the company. 
This Court in Badger stated: 
Unified action also necessarily entails certain sacrifice of the autonomy an 
individual shareholder could retain by refusing to take on the burdens and 
obligations accompanying the benefits of participating in a corporate body. 
Where, for instance, the governance of a mutual water corporation 
dictates that a majority vote of the shareholders will control the 
obligations of all, individuals who do not agree with the majority will 
always suffer a certain detriment simply by virtue of their position in the 
minority.8 That is the nature of the legal relationship undertaken. Were we to 
adopt the reasoning proposed by plaintiffs, shareholders could evade their 
obligations, which would result in an unacceptable interference with the 
constitution and maintenance of mutual water corporations. 
8
 Those who choose to participate must be aware of this possibility, and if they 
find it unacceptable, they must either choose not to participate or they must 
attempt to change the provisions of corporate government to allow them to 
veto or refuse to participate in plans they do not individually approve. 
Id. at 749-50 & n.8 (emphasis added). This Court specifically held that shareholders of a 
mutual water company have "contractually delegated the authority to act on [their] behalf 
to the company, acting through a majority of its shareholders and board of directors. Id. at 
751. 
Huntington-Cleveland does not need the consent of every shareholder, or that of DWR 
specifically, in order to amend its Articles or adopt Bylaws. Such a requirement would 
freeze the governance of a non-profit mutual irrigation company and would allow 4hc 
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a contrarian minority to impose its will over the majority. Again, this Court in Badger 
summed up this point when it stated: 
The right and ability of the majority of shareholders to manage their own 
rights in a collective manner is dependent upon the ability of the corporation 
to function as a unified organization. If we were to accept the interpretation 
proposed by the [minority] shareholder plaintiffs, minority shareholder [rights] 
would be elevated above the [rights] of majority shareholders. 
Id. at 751. Huntington-Cleveland should be able to govern itself according to its Articles of 
Incorporation and Bylaws and the will of a minority shareholder who has been adversely 
affected thereby should not be able to control the company.19 
Should this Court recognize a separate cause of action for minority shareholders to 
challenge the corporate acts of a mutual irrigation company which have been properly 
approved by a majority of its shareholders, and despite the specific authority granted the 
company to so act by the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, the result could prove 
ruinous for many such companies. Mutual water irrigation companies were originally 
formed to promote the efficient use of water for traditional farming and irrigation purposes. 
If non-traditional water users who hold a minority position in such companies, such as DWR, 
public utilities and municipalities, could control the companies and thereby move large 
amounts of water out of the irrigation canals, the entire purpose for which these mutual water 
19
 It should be noted that DWR is not required to be a shareholder of Huntington-
Cleveland and is free to sell its shares and make other arrangement for its water needs at any 
time. 
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irrigation companies were formed would be destroyed. The impact on the state's agricultural 
production would be devastating.20 
This Court has recognized that "water is the heartbeat of the state's economy" and our 
statutory scheme governing it must be scrupulously followed, "lest the whole economy lag 
to the detriment of our future." Baugh v. Criddle, 431 P.2d 790, 791 (Utah 1967.) Hence, 
on public policy alone DWR should not be able to force its will on the majority and it is 
reasonable for Huntington-Cleveland to preserve the traditional farming and irrigation 
practices which the company was formed to promote. 
CONCLUSION 
Each of DWR's causes of action in its Complaint are barred by the applicable statutes 
of limitations. The alleged wrongful conduct leading to the stock assessments and voting 
restrictions all occurred in or before February, 1995. DWR cannot claim that it did not have 
reason to challenge the reclassification of its stock as "municipal and industrial" until it 
received its first assessment in October, 1995. DWR plainly admits in its Complaint that its 
representatives were informed in February, 1995 that its shares had been reclassified and 
were then subject to the voting restrictions and higher assessments. Moreover, DWR's 
position is basically that the statute of limitations will never begin to run so long as the 
20
 See East Jordan Irr. Co. v. Morgan, 860 P.2d 310, 312 (Utah 1993) (holding that 
individual shareholder of mutual irrigation company had no right to file change application in its 
own name without consent of the company board, reasoning that principles of corporate 
governance mandate that board of directors manage corporate affairs in interest of shareholders 
as whole). 
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company is assessing its stockholders. Such an argument for no statute of limitations is 
clearly contrary to Utah law, which states that in a breach of contract action the statute of 
limitations begins to run at the time of the alleged breach. 
DWR's "new and separate" causes of action argued in its brief are just that—new and 
separate from those actually raised in its Complaint. Thus, they are not properly before the 
Court. Furthermore, Utah law does not recognize these new and separate causes of action 
challenging a stock assessment or voting restriction where the corporate governance 
documents specifically allow for them and the shareholder had full opportunity to challenge 
the same with the corporation. For these reasons, this Court should affirm the trial court's 
dismissal of each of DWR's causes of action raised in its First Amended Complaint. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 19th day of October, 2000. 
igsen 
Brian C. Cheney 
NIELSEN & SENIOR 
Attorneys for Appellee 
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Tab A 
A" /" . / 
; \WL) ;H-,i-;'ivoiM •.:;::OCI;.?IO;J uia; 7<::: i:i.j:v J.\J;;> C/JI ,L , 2 6 / 7 3 
L'\;?rriro7i:rM;i.!.'v;::>fA;:i; inPiCr.yrrr-:: C C T ' . I T 
?m:; .vaaSw'.Hrr, nado and ontorod in to t h i s ^ ? 7 ^ 4 day of 
/ " > -A-/ 
\i.xJc^*i.i.<.*i^
 f A # D # # 10 ? / « between the JluntiriGton Canal and 
-EXHIBIT Dj-
liooorvolr Aaaoelntlon, of tho one part, and the Clevoland Canal and 
Agricultural Company, of tho othor part, oach being a corporation 
organized and oxioting undor and by virtue of tho lava of tho iitato 
of Utah, and 
•UIERILUJ, it has boon propoeod that tho said corporations* 
ahould bo analfjanatod and conaolldatod undor tho provisionn of tho 
latxa of tho :;tato of Utah, ^ nd upon tho following urtioloa of in-
corporation and oonnolidation, and 
vdlEn7£A:i, tho atockholdero of each of said corporations, 
racpootivoly, Irnvo duly paaaod rosolutiona, a niajority of tho a'lount 
of tho outotanding otock of oaoh of oald corporationo Iiavlng voted 
in favor thorcof at a opooial nootlng callod for tho purpono of 
passing upon the propoaed oonoolidatlon horoby porfootod. mid notico 
having boon duly Given of tho tiBO, placo and oubjoot of ouch moot-
ing, caid notico having boon publiahod for noro than thirty dxiya 
prior to oald opecial otocUioldera mooting, la a nouapapor having 
gcnoral circulation within the.County of K*\ory, State of Utah, to-
witi tho ft^ory County irogreoo, vhoro oaoh of oald corporationo hno 
lta principal and only plaoo. of bueineaa* oald rooolutlano providing 
for tho oald nnnlgonation and conoolldntion of oald corporation, and 
authorising and directing tho execution of a oortificato of consol-
idation undor tho corporate eaala of each of aald corporations, 
oignod by tho Prooidont ond iiooretary of oaoh, thoreof, and for tho 
filing of caid oortificato of consolidation, ao provided by law, 
and for ooapllanco nith all of tho requiromonta of tho law© of the 
state of Utah pertaining to the oonoolidatlon and aorger of corpor-
ation, 
IT L; THEUEFMS AGRZKD, by* bottxoon and on behalf of oald 
corporations, roopootivoly, that tho aald coapanioo, tholtuntingtan 
128 
Conpany, urifl tho Clovolnnd Company, flholi bo imito.1, cual^ar-iatod 
and consol idated I\G ono ccrap^rr/,, un'or t:.j provl^l;,::;; c." LILO :.;..!«-
utoo of tho :*#tato of . t a h t and tlmt the following / x t t o l o a of In-
corporation bo and thoy aro haroby ndoptod nnd a&rood upon an t]*e 
a r t l c l o a of incorporat ion of tho Huntington-Cleveland I r r i g a t i o n 
Company: 
.AilTJCLS 1 + 
Tho nano of t h i a canaolidatod corporation s h a l l be tlie 
Huntingtoiv-Clavoland I r r i g a t i o n Company, 
/iJTTIGLg II« 
Thlo corporation 18 organized i n , and i t a pr inc ipa l placo 
of buoinoaa s h a l l bo Huntington City , finery County, l itato of Utah. 
Thirs corporation f l ia l l ox iot for a period of ninoty-nino 
yoara frow dato hor<x>f« 
y4jrpxcyj8 ; v f 
Tho objoot and pursuit of tliie corporation ohall bo to 
construct, nonage, control and regulate the canalG and ditohoa hero-
innftor described taken from Huntington River, and to conotruot, 
build, purchano, leaaa, manage and control canala, ditchoa, donia, 
flmoo end rooorvoiro upon Huntington Kivor, ito tributaries or oioo-
rrhorej for tho purpoao of controlling, regulating, otorlna, impound-
ing and roeorvoirin^ oaid wutoro or othor trutor horoinoftor to be 
acquired, and to thlc ond the Company may conotruot, build, pur-
chase, loaoo, own, acquire, iaanago or control dome, dltohoo, oanalo, 
hoad^atea, fluaoo, pipo llnoo, roaerroiro, roaervoir oltoa, rights 
of m y end property of any and overy kind noooaaary to enable tho 
Company to o*n, acquire, use, oooupy or enjoy water and vator righto, 
and any and every noano neoeaaary to control, ro&ulato and diatri-
buto vrator for irrigation, culinary, doaoatio and othor purpoaooj 
aloo to era, purohaoo, loaae, locate or acquire uator and water 
rights and all kindo of property to cnablo tho conpany to oupply 
wator to lte otookholdero* 
,',.n,nci.s v# 
T!*rit tho c a p i t a l Gtcck of thia corporation r;hall he Gno 
Hundred Fi f ty Thousand (ICO,GGO) Gharas, ci" U:o p.r v^luo of Gno 
Dollar (£l«00) per sliaro, of which I-linoty-Throo Thousand Two Hundrod 
Trconty-Fivo (03,220) oharoo s h a l l bo issued and del ivered to tho 
etookholdorn of tho Huntington Cunal and itosorvoir Associat ion, 
trpon tho ourrandor and c a n c e l l a t i o n of tho outstanding c e r t i f i c a t e s 
of aupltal stook of tho Huntington Canal and Hossrvolr Aooociation, 
ono oharo o f tho stock of tho Huntington-Clovoland I r r i g a t i o n Coci-
pany to bo Issued for ono oltaro o f tho Huntington Canal and Hocoxv 
v o i r Associat ion stockj Fif ty-Four Thousand S ix Hundred Uovonty-
Fivo (54 f675) ehareo o f tho c a p i t a l steak of tho Huntingtoiv-Clovo-
land Irr igat ion Conpony to bo i ssued and del ivered to tho s tock-
holder* o f the Cleveland Canal and Agricultural Coapany upon tho 
surrender and c a n c e l l a t i o n of tho outstanding c e r t i f i c a t e s o f c a p i -
t a l stook of tho Cleveland Canal and .Agricultural Company, 1*52S 
sharos of tho Hiintington-Clevoland Irr iga t ion Ccaapony to bo d e -
l i vered for oach charo o f tho stock of the Cleveland I r r i g a t i o n and 
Agricultural Company eo surrendered and cancel led} provided, how-
over* that for tho S ix Thousand Sevan Hundred Sovonty-Fivo {6,770) 
shares of tho c a p i t a l stock of the Huntington Canal and Heservo i r 
Aonoelation standing in tho imao of the Cleveland Ccnnl and Agri-
cul tura l Ccapany, thoro aha l l be no otock issued i n tho Huntington-
Clov6land I r r i g a t i o n Coapany • Sold c e r t i f i c a t e a ovidenoing sa id 0,775 
nharoa are horeby and by thooo procanto oanoollod, tho coiao having 
been surrendered by tho Cleveland Canal and Agricultural Coapany to 
the Huntington Canal and Reservoir Associat ion simultaneously v/lth 
tho oxcoution of these prooonta for cance l la t ion* Twenty One Hundred 
shares (£,100) of tho c a p i t a l s tock o f tho Huntington-Clovoland I r -
r iga t ion Coapany s h a l l bo Issued to tho ownera of 1»6Q& of the t o t a l 
priaary r i g h t s o f tho f low o f tho Huntington Rlvor t tho sane being 
One Hundred F i f ty (150) second foot o f prinary matert tho eaao boing 
included i n tho adjudicat ion of tho Huntington nivor and docroed t o 
what i s known as the MoKaddon Ditch Coapany, to be dalivorod t o tho 
-4-
OT.TK.ro tho^fof upon t».o aon\oy<iiv2Q oi t/ild vr.t-jr rl/.-htc by HAIO. omi-
cro to tho Kmitin^ taii-Olovolancl Irrigation Carr^ iny. 
Tho offloora of tlio corporation ahall consist of a Board 
of Dlroatorn of seventeen (17) mcaboro until the first annual moot-
ing; thereafter said Hoard Gh&ll consist of nlno (9) directors, 
a Proaidcnt, a Vioo President and a aooretary and Treasurer. Tho 
President and Vico President ahall bo elected by and frooi the Board 
of Dirootors. Tho JV>ard of Dlrootoro shall appoint tho Ciocrotary 
and Treasurer* The Hoard ahall havo tlio power to create ouch othor 
offices and provide tho method of filling then ao thoy may doon pro-
per for the carrying on of tho business of tho company• Tho i)irec-
tors shall servo for a period of two yearo eaoh9 except that at tho 
olootlon held in 193C, thoro ahall bo elooted fron tho etockholdere 
located on tho Huntington Canalt two diro'ctors for tw> years, and ono 
director for ona yoari fron tho stockholders living undor the north 
Ditch, thoro nliall be olooted two dlrootoro for one yoar and ono 
director for tuo yoaro; and fron tho otookholdoro living undor the 
Cloveland Canalf thoro ahull bo elooted tvra dlrootoro for txro yoaro 
and ono director for ona yoar; that thoreaftor tho dlrootoro ohall 
bo elected for a torn of two years* That there ahall at all tineo 
bo three directors selected from the stockholders living undor tho 
Huntington Canal* throe froxa tho stockholders living undor tho North 
Ditch, and throe froxa the stockholders living undor the Cloveland 
Canal) provided, however, that if at any time tho forth Ditch shall 
doliver rcator to loau than 35,000 ohaxoo of otook, or tho Cleveland 
Canal shall doliver water to noro than CO,000 shares, then and thoro-
aftor, and oo long as said condition shall oxlst, tho Cleveland 
Canal shall elect four a 1 roc tors, and tho liorth Ditch twoj and pro-
vided further that in tho event the Cleveland Canal ahall deliver 
pater to 00,000 shares* tho Cloveland Canal shall nominate and elect 
fivo directors, and one dirootor ohall be taken from the canal or 
ditch having transferred the majority of stock into the Cleveland 
Canal, on and after tho dato of this consolidation; That the diroo-
tora e lec ted frc:a ti>o Kuiv^in^Lcn Car.nl
 c the Cleveland Canal and the 
IJorth Mtch ifnnll bo aluotof. by liio tftcoiiholders l i v i n g under and ro-
colviri^ thoir ^ t o r through each of cald ditcr»6c; rJ-riw cny jitockliold-
or not rocoivinft m t a r undur any of the throo said d i t ches riay voto 
with tho otocldioldoro r e s i d i n g under e i ther of n^id throo d i t c h e s . 
AjrTICLF, VII, 
71mt at a l l atooklioldoro4 neet ingo, each stockholder cliall 
bo e n t i t l e d to one vote for eaoh sliaro of stock standing in hi a or 
hor name upon tho booico of tho ocapany; that stookholdoro or d i r e c -
tors of tho Huntington Canal, North Ditch and Cleveland Canal, nny 
hold rwetincn for tho t ransac t ion o f business perta ining t o tho i r 
ouia oanal or d i t c h , provided in so doina tlioy do not Intorforo i?ith 
the business or r igh to of tho corporat ion, or with tho r i g h t s of tho 
canala or dltchea in which thoy nro not in t ere s t ed ; that a t n i l enid 
atooldioldera1 noot lnga, each stockholder aliall bo e n t i t l e d to one 
vote for each share of stock standing in h i s nuno upon tho booko o f 
tho corporation; that the jaanaGOinoat and control o f tho HunSIagton 
Canal, North Ditch and Cleveland Canal nhall be seated in tho d i -
rectors e l e c t e d fror.\ tho stockholders of said canal or d i t c h , sub-
ject to ouch ccnoral ruloa and regu la t ions a s nay bo preaoribod by 
the Hoard of Directors of t h i s corporation* 
AR7ICL5 VIII . 
Tlie annual meeting of the corporation s h a l l be hold on the 
second Saturday in February, 1932, between the houra o f ten o ^ l o o k 
A*IU and. s i x o 'c lock P.M. i n Huntington, Utah, and annually there -
a f t er on tlie second i>uturdny i n February• Tho stockholder© o f the 
corporation r e d d i n g under the Huntington Canal and tho Horth Ditch, 
re spec t ive ly , nhnll oaoh hold a s tockholders 9 uoot lns on the f i r s t 
Saturday i n February, 1932, betneon tho hours o f ton o f c l o c k A , M# 
and nix o f olook I'M* and annually theroaftor on the f i r s t Saturday 
in February* The s tockholders of the corporation r e d d i n g undor 
the Cleveland Canal s h a l l hold a stockholders 1 Electing on the f i r s t 
Monday i n February, 1932, between the hours o f ton ©•clock A* t u and 
six o'clook P. M«, and annually thoreaftor on the flrat Monday In 
?obrunry. Tho nootlrj^:; of tho niocliholctorn cf tho corporation r e -
siding undor th« Cllovolmul C:n-il r.\u\ll ho hold r.*„ CUvdand , *."taht 
and tho raoatin^s of the otockholdere rea ld ins undor tho Iluutiuston 
Canal and tho ?:orth bitch at Huntington, Utah* Special Gtookhold-
era1 nootin^c o f thin corporation nnd of tho Huntington Canal, North 
Ditch and Cleveland Canal, nay bo ca l l ed at any t ino by two-thirds 
of tho dlrootoro* ton dayn no t i ce thoroof to bo given to oach ntook-
holdor by n a i l , ivUcl not loo to bo flivcn by the Secretary of tho Cor-
poration* 
,tnTICLK IE. 
Any dlroctor or o ther o f f i c e r exoopt Secretary and Troao-
uror nay re elf ^ i by f i l i n g a wri t ten rouienntion rclth the Secretary , 
and i f tho Socrotary and Troaeuror recifj i , Mo r e a l i s a t i o n n i l l bo 
f i l o d tfith the j'ronldont o f tho Corporation. 
AHTICLS X, 
Any director cvciy bo renoved froa office for cauoe by a 
ran Jority voto of the otoekholdore of the canal or ditch by which 
he vno elected* 
Apricijs xj;. 
TJio folloT/in& named o f f l o e r e cha l l oorve u n t i l tho f i r a t 
annual ritoo>dloldero, noet lngi 
John W. Uraohor, President nnd Diroator . 
J . JU Cowley, Vice Froaldont and Direc tor . 
>;dward 0* Geary, Secretary and Treasurer. 
Grace *• Stokes, Aeelntont Secretary fc Treasurer. 
v . i l l lon A . Cook, Director 
E« 8« Devlo, 
P# K« Braohor. 
William Arnold, J r . M 
A. 0 . Chidooter, n 
Um 3* Black, 
J . D. Chriafcenaan, 
Y. *U Gynonf 
15. U« Gynon, " 
H. P* Drockbnnkt 
Ira Marshall» n 
Henry Edan, " 
J. ]U Ottorotraoi, 
S . Um Alger t " 
C, A. Johanaon, " 
AlffilCLS XII . 
That a majority o f the Hoard of Diroctoro oha l l be nooea-
oary to coaot l tuto a quorum, and l a authoritod to transact tho buo-
inoeo and exorcloe tho corporate powore o f tho corporation. 133 
_,:cicir. Lin, 
Tliat tho p r i v u t c ];ropurty of tho utookholdcr:; of t h i n c o r -
p o r a t i o n nhal l not bo l iub3o l o r i t o Gbli(;utic*mj. 
.jrriChE j g v . 
Tho Hoard of l;irootora ahall fill nil vacancies occurring 
in tho hoard. 
AIITICLT: xy. 
Tho Jtoard of l)iroctoro nhall adopt ouoh by-lawa for tho 
Governing of tho corporation and tho regulation of ito affniro aa 
&ay bo neceacary; provided, however, that no by-laws ohall bo bind-
ing upon tho corporation without firet having boon ratifiod by a 
majority voto of tho otockholdera preaent at any regular mooting 
of tho ctookholdoro, or at a opGOial mooting of the atookholdora 
specially oallod therefor, and tho Directors and atookholdora of 
each of tho «aid canala and ditch may adopt ouoh by-lawe or ruloa 
in liko nannor ao thoy desire for tho regulation of oaid oanola 
and ditch; provided, hot/over, that caid by-lawo ohall not conflict 
with these Articles of Consolidation or with tho by-lava of tho 
Corporation. 
Tlxo fully paid capital otock of thio corporation is hereby 
nade aoooao&blo. All asaooeciionta levied for the purpose of naintain-
iiUj tho Huntington Canal, tho Cleveland Canal and the Berth Ditoh 
ahall be loviod by tho Direct ore upon the etookholdero receiving vet or 
throufrji oaid oanala or ditch* All othor cxponooe of tho corporation 
nhall bo paid by levying aeooaaaonta upon all of* tho outstanding 
capital stock of tJio corporation* Tho directoro shall have power 
to levy aaeoeemonta to the anount of Twelve per cont por chare per 
year whenever it io nooaooary to do ao in order to pay the oblige-
tiono of tho corporation. The Board of Dirootors ohall alio have 
the power to levy an additional aoaoaazaont of Two peer cont per nhare 
por year for reoorvoir coaotruotion* 
mow ™« 
The canalo and ditohea now belonging to this conoolidatod 
corporation are naaed and doaoribed as followsx 
-o-
IH\>. 1 . Knovzu uu tho S:.iith l*itch# taken out of limiting-
ton iiivor ani used for I r r iga t ing a otrip of land i n t h a 
South -ont quarter of Sootion 0, on tho couth sida of Hunt-
ington liivar in Tannuhip 17 ii. iU 0 i:„ s+ L* l\. 
Uo+ \lm Jtncran as tho Cunha Ditch, tulioii out and unod 
on tho oouth r>ldo of Huntington Rlvor, on tlio North IZaot 
quarter of Section 0f Tovmahip 17 3* IU 0 K« 3*L«M« 
No* 3 . Knorai ao tho Brockbank Ditch, taken out awl 
\tsod on tho north oido of Huntington Hivor, on tho north 
cant qut\rtor of Soction 0 and the north half of Section 
0 Towiship 17 3 # H. 0 H. 5 + LM* 
No« 4* Knotm aa tho Jonooa Ditch* takon out and used 
on tho oouth oido of Huntington fUvor, on tho oouth half 
of Section 9# Torm&hlp 17 t IU O £• 3 . L. M* 
Ho. G» Known ao tho Clovoland Canalt takon out on tho 
north aide of Huntington River in the North VToofc quarter 
of tho Southeast quarter of Seotlon Kino (0) in Tot.nchip 
r>oventoan (17} S. IU 0 E* 3«L.LUj Thonoo running in an 
oaoterly di rect ion for about eleven o l io s to a point a t 
or near tho niiddlo of sect ion Mine (0) in Totmehlp Seven-
teen (17) JU 0 ;% 3«L*IU There said canal forka* one 
branch runo in a northeaster ly dirootion t o the Keale 
Gap a distanoo of about eoven n i l o s and at a point d io -
tant froa tho end of tlio Worth Branch about one n l l o , 
and ceventy two rods and a t a point northeasterly frca 
tho northeast oorner of Section eleven (11) Toonchlp 
Seventeen (17) 3« ?U 0 E« O^L^Mj The said North Fork 
to again fork and continue in a northerly dirootion for 
about two Ttiiloo and twenty f ive rode t o a point 100 
yard a before oald canal in tereeote tho Nioleon *^i*ht 
aald point la about 01 rode Uorthaaeterly from the 
South Scot corner of tho south float quarter of the South 
Eaet quartor of section 26, Township Sixteen (10) 3 . 
n* 0 E. s»L.tU| Thence In a northerly dirootion for a 
diGtanoo of about two and three four tho miloa to a 
point vhare i t lnterooote the Waahboard Waalu 
Tho South Branch loavee the raain canal a t o r near the 
middle of Section Kino (0) in Twp. 17, 3 . IU 9 S. a«L*LU 
and runa In a southeasterly direct ion to Potor Phoroon'o (Sato a dlstance of about eight miles and the aald South 
Brunch to nfpaln fork a t o point knovai ao £d# Jonsen flute 
about 124 roda fron tho ro tor Phereon gate and about 100 
rodo from tho Oouth West oorner of Section 20 Twp* 17 3• 
IU C £• S«L«iL and continued southeasterly one and one 
half n i los to a point knomx aa Shoonaker tfaah# And tho 
Center Branch froa Pott6r fa Cut to Boolnlo's Cellar a 
diBtunoo of about four n i los* 
Ito« Q# Known as tho Huntington Cuned, taken out on tho 
oouth clde of Huntington RlVer, a t or noar the oonter of 
the north Kaat quarter of Section 15, Yonaahip 17 n, n« 0 
IU a* L.U. t and running in a oouthoaatorly dirootion 
DOAroely p a r a l l e l tflth Huntington Rivor along; the foot 
h i l l o for a diotance of about two and one half tallest 
thonoo in a ooutlxirly dirootion through Seotlona 14, £3, 
<*-(!. CU3f thonoo couthoaetorly for a diotanoo of about two 
nl lea to the Sta te Road* 
Aleo Town Ditoh trhioh leavoo the ortX Huntington Canal 
a t rhat lo knorm ao the IXain Divider a t the Chrlsa Johnaon 
faim near North East corner of Oeotion C3f Twp* 17 3* 
n9 0 E« S*L«U» and rune eaat to the north Pfeot corner of 
Huntington City thonoo oouth one o l io t o tho South 3oet 
comar of Huntington City. 
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Aloo Locror Tiold Di tch lonvoo the oald Huntington Cnnn.1 
a t a i>oltit nonr tho Korth J&ict c o m e r of ."Action r,0f Twp, 
17 i i . iu 8 H* S.J..JU and r~no ouut about l a rod:i '-!.o::eo 
couth on tho l i n o botv/aan Caotiona 25 and *':G to tho c c r n o r 
of the Geary F a m . 
Aloo fieri oo A. Ditch (Lawrence Ditch) lottvlng tho LoT?or 
Field d i t c h noar r>.v/# c o r . of U.R.Cox'o fara N 5 of r>oc. 
£5, Tp. 17 r». R. 0 K. i;.L.U. (Boat of Huntington City) 
running thonce oact on tho eouth oido o f tho M# R. Cox 
fara for one half mi lo j thonoo east ono fourth milo on 
4th iiom St» of Huntington Tomisito Survoy; thonoo iJouth-
eaut ono fourth mile through Uortin Black1 a fara t o tho 
ritate Road; thonoo cant about one half milof thonco south-
eas ter ly for approximately two mi les in to Town o f Law-
ronco. 
Also Gorios D Ditoh leaving the sa id Huntington Canal 
at i t s tominun at tho r*tato Road and running in a ootith-
oaetorly d i r o c t i o n for n d is tance of approximately two and 
ono half n l l o o to tho D. 0 # Morgan hoodgnto. 
No. 7 . Knoxm a s tho North Ditoh, token out o f tho 
north oldo o f tho Huntington River noar tho west oontor 
of f a c t i o n 14 t Township 17 0* R« 8 2 . S«L«M« and running 
i n an oaotor ly d l roo t ion through Sootlono 14# 13 t 12 f 
7, and 0 i n Townships Q K. and 0 £• 3.L.IU to top of 
Cleveland Ridgo. Also North Ditoh Extonaion which leaven 
tho North Ditch at tho North Ditoh terminus on tho Cleve-
land Ridge in i iaction Gf Twp. 17 £»• R. 0 £• Q.LMm run-
ning thesaoo eouthoaatorly for a diatanoo of approximately 
f ive n l l e o to headgnte l oca ted on tho oaet oido of tho 
J . H# Gordon farn . 
ARTICLE XVIII. 
Tho o f f i c o r a and d i r e c t o r s of th lo corporation nliall bo 
ooleotod froa anong tho otockholdors t and t o qual i fy a s an of f l o o r 
or diroctor# n poroon nust Iiave§ standing in h i s own nana upon the 
booko of tho corporat ion, not l o e s than f i f t y ohareo of tho c a p i t a l 
stock thereof. 
I t l a undoratood and agreed that what la known as the 
Rawlcon Crook Rooarvoir o i t e , t o o t h e r * i t h tho improvements theroon, 
noxr ovnaed by tho Cleveland Canal A. Agricultural Company, s h a l l bo 
retained by tho stockholders o f the Cleveland Canal & Agricul tural 
Company, and s h a l l not paoo in to tho Runtington-Clovoland I r r i g a t i o n 
Company no an a s s e t thereof , by v ir tue of t h i s consol idation* I t 
i s further understood and agreed that innodiatoly a f t e r t h i s con-
so l idat lon 0 the nuntington-Clovoiond Irr iga t ion Company w i l l purohaeo 
from the stockholders o f tho Cleveland Canal & Agricultural Company 
tho said Rnwlson Creek Reservoir a i t e t together with a l l tho inprovo-
nonta thoroon# nt a p r i c e to be f ixed by the Board of Directors of 
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tho Hu&tlngton-Clovolnnd Irr igat ion Co«Ti]Xin7t ryiid pr ice to be f ixod 
and uaid nalo to bo corujurxru;tod prior to Lhr< f i r s t aruiusJL neotln^j 
of t h i c corporation, tho purclmoo prioo thoroof to bo paid by tho 
levying of an a606occnont upon cOLl o f the oupita l otocli of tho Hunt-
ing ton-Clovol and I r r i g a t i o n Company • 
tJTVXCLS XX*. 
I t in underotood and ajjrood that what i o knora ao the 
flroolcbank Ucaorvoir o i to .nov o«mod by the Huntington Cannl & Honor-
voir Aeoootntion* ehcvll ba retained by tho olooklioldoro o f the Hunt-
ington Canal & Hosorvoir Aooociation t and aha l l not paao Into tho 
Ituntlncton-ciovolQiid I r r i g a t i o n Caopony ao an ascot thoroof, by v i r -
tue o f t h i s conoolidntioxw I t l a further undoratood and ncrood 
that inracdlatoly af tor th ia oonoolidation, the IIUutlnGton-Olovoland 
Irr iga t ion Coapnny twill purohaoo from tha stockhoidoro o f the Hunt-
ington Canal U. Kooarvalr Aoaooiation tho Bald Urockbank Reservoir 
o i t o , at a prioo to bo f i x e d by tha Board of Dirootoro o f tha Hunt-
ington-Cleveland I r r i g a t i o n Companyf eaid prioo t o be f ixed and aaid 
oalo to bo oonounroatod pr ior to tho f i r a t annual mooting of t h i s 
corporation, tho purchnco prioo thoroof to bo paid by lovylng of an 
naooaamont upon n i l of the c a p i t a l a took o f tho Hunting ton-Clovolfind 
Irr iaat ion Conipany. 
IN KLTHK33 WHEREOF* tho oonetituont coopanioo havo cauood 
the i r respec t ive corporate nanea to be hereto a f f i x e d by t h e i r r o -
apeotivo proaldonto and aooratarioa* and t h e i r roepect lvo corporate 
soala to be hereunto a f f i x e d and a t t e s t e d by t h o i r roopeotivo eeo -
r a t a r i e s th i c 
HUHTIHJTQM CAiUX MO> Il23SnV0IR ASSOCIATION, 
fLirini. a^ (tiA^f/^j Prooldont* 
TT"-
ATTEOTi 
ftoorotary. 
ary« 
CLEVELAND CAKAL AMD AGRICULTURAL COtfPANT, 
py A hi <Wg . 
T^ooIaontV 
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yT.Vi'i: OF !JTU: ) 
) r-a. 
couurr or v.'im ) 
Eoforo no. w u ^ t / x \ ; -) ." c m - <i :;v^:iry i'l.bllo la 
v\ 
and l*or aaid County in tho o ta to aforeoaid, personal ly appcarod 
0^\rx\. ^ fcr-o^\.*j\- and ^LcL^O ^ ^lo^o^^-i , tho iTOsi-
dcmt and Secretary, rospoot ivo ly , of tho Huntington Canal & Ho001s-
vo ir Associat ion, w!*o nro both poroonn Icnorm to no to bo tho cane 
por&ona *>hoco naneo aro oubooribed to tho foro&olng inatnaaont, aa 
such Proialdont and JJeoretary, ronpeot ivoly , und who aro both poreona 
knorm to no to bo the President and Gocretary, reapoot ive ly , of 
on Id corporation, and c c v o r a l l y acknowledged that thoy oignod, 
sealed and dolivorod tlio oald inatruiaont, aa ouch Prooldant and 
Secretary
 t roepoot lvoly , of oald corporatlon# and no tho aot of 
oaid corporation, and by author i ty o f roaolut ion of tho otookholdors 
of said corporation. 
^ Notary Public* ~ ~ 
Residing g t <VGX>> r*xA>,
 /x_cAXETYX- VU XXJ^ 
lly Conalealon B S p l r o a i i H Q M J U M ^ ^ > 5 
OTATE OP urAn ) 
) S3. 
COUNTY OK KSJERY ) 
Baforo mo, \ ~ s v d ~ ^ o - *\ ^ ^ '-0 » o Notary Public i n 
^ ^ 
and for oald County i n tho o ta to aforoaaid, pcroonally appeared 
( \ ft\ ^-TTU^JJ-V and Vruoi.-Q.iL £- g J - j ^ * ^ , tho Preo-
idont und Secretary, roapeo t ive ly , of tho Clovoland Canal and Agri-
cul tural Company, who arc both poroona fcnoun to no to bo tho aaao 
peraona vhoco naaoa arc cubaoribod to tho foregoing inatru/uent, aa 
auoh President and Secretary , r e s p e c t i v e l y , and who aro both persona 
knorm to xuo to bo the Prouidont and Secretary, reopoct lvo ly , o f 
said corporation, and s e v e r a l l y aofcno?rlodgod that thoy algned, 
ooolod and dolivorod tho oald Instrument, ae auoh Pro aid on t and 
Moratory, roopootlvoly, of oald corporation, and as tho aot of 
oaid corporation, and by author i ty o f rooolut ion o f tho otockholdora 
of 8aId corporation* 
\tfiotar& Public ,
 n 
nooidlhn a t w w X l ^ W l ^~-°~ j n -
Uy Oommlaalon Kxplroai VOta^iaH-^ ^3fr -j Q O 
TabB 
/Y 77 'H^KWeJr 
ARTICLES 07. AMENDMENT TO THE 
,n toe office of t!.* i.i. Cav/$t-
 Pf ARTICLES Or INCORPORATION 0 / ^ : . : _;—-> 
•f«... cuu or ut.K, c. t,u . a i i X b -EXHIBIT C./-
. . .Oop/v^S A.D.^ ILll^ 'riNGTO -^CLCViaAND IRRIGATION C;\-RA:-:V 
O A V I O s MC; ;? | ' . , * / 
:<--. V a c .«-,,* jtjs; 06 
.-.; r: special meeting of cue suocknolsers or Huntinguor.-
Clevei- ;;;! Irrigation Company, held at Huntington City, E~ery County, 
Scat*c • i" '.!i--:h, on February 12, 1977. after notice as provided by 
law, ::- • following Amendments to the Articles of Incovpo^^ckhr-^J^r/i 
adopt ••': l-.y •! majority in excess of 2/3 of the stock pyc£$ en t'<!££ 
repro;:.. :;':ed at the meeting: |4j tfp
 n 
ARTICLE IV \v>, Ct '••?'\/>i 
That this corporation is a mutual irrigation'ocjtapany l ^ \ - y 
which more than eighty-five (35) percent of Che income shalt^tonVisc 
of amounts collected from member stockholders for the sole purpose 
of meeting losses and expenses; that the objects, business pursuits 
of said corporation are and shall continue to be to buy, lease, 
appropriate, obtain or in any manner acquire water for irrigation, 
stockwatcring, household, municipal and industrial purposes; and for 
carrying out these purposes, this corporation shall have the following 
powers. 
To acquire by purchase or otherwise, appropriation, sub-
scription, donation, exchange or condemnation, land or interests in 
land, water, water rights, and other property, both real and personal, 
of every kind and nature necessary, useful, or incidental to the 
object, pursuit, and business of Che corporaCion. This power shall 
include che power to divert and store any and all surplus water which 
may from cime Co Cime be available. 
To discribuce water to stockholders. 
To operate, maintain, consCrucC, reconsCrucC dams, reser-
voirs, canals, pumping planes and other works, and to own, ucilize 
and improve lands, easemenCs, wacer systems, buildings or inCeresCs 
therein. 
To borrow money, incur indebcedness, morcgage or pledge 
che assets of Che corporaCion as securiCy cherefor, issue bonds 
and Co conC'racC wich waCer conservancy disCricCs, waCer conservancy 
subdiscriccs, irrigaCion disCricCs, individuals, parcnerships, 
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c o r p o m : :-'\.-. » ho United States or other parties for construction of 
irri'.:' : • :':":- and for ail other p u r p o s e s . 
.•••-••11 any or all of the assets o : . the corporation not 
uo-.u •' . • :% s t r e s s c o n d u c t e d by said corpora t i o n , car to a c q u i r e , 
o w n , •• r otherwise dispose of or exchange its own, stock cr stock 
of o ::::••: . o rpora t ions . 
To do any and all things whether herein mentioned or not, 
n e e e>.- •..,.:";." «; > i: i n c i d e n t a 1 t o t h e carrying out of the purposes herein 
set forth. 
ARTICLE V 
• The issuance of 157,000 shares of Class A st:ock of no 
par value is authorized to represent primary water on a proporti oi iate 
basis, to which this corporation i s ent i11ed, which wa ter sha11 
include a11 direct f1ow a nd s to rag e wat er, excepting o n1y E me ry 
C o 111 i1: y P r o j e c t v; a t: e i: I h e i s s u a n c e o f 1 6 ,687 s hares o f C1 a s s B s t o c k 
of 11o par va1uo, is authorized for a cash consideration to be 
determined by the Board of Directors and each share shall represent 
a r ig111: to use 1 /28 , 100 part of Eraery County Preject water as def ined 
i n t:he applicable con tracts for the use of proj ect water. 
B \ 1 1 C1as s A s t ock certificates which p res en t i y represent 
the ri ght to use water for irrigation domestic and stockwatering 
p u r p o s e s s h a 11 be u n s t a nip e d. C1 a s s A s t o c k c e r tificates which presently 
represent the right to use water for municipal or industrial purposes 
sha 11 be stamped "municipa 1'* or *'-industria 1 *' as the case may be 
C The Board of Directors of this corporation shall have 
authority to receive and act within a reasonable time upon wri11en 
requests seeking changes and also exchanges of purpose of use of 
Class A stock and changes in the point of diversion,, place and nature 
of utfr of water and exchanges of water represented by Class A stork 
. • T t ; corporation. Such requests shall be made by stockholders on 
a form furnished by the corporation. Before approving any requests, 
tn- board shall in each instance consider all relevant facts and 
circumstances and sha11 impose any and all reasonable conditions 
necessary to protect, this corporation and its stockholders including 
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a a a, ;;;•:.••;; f; •.• cv-i-.di l i o n in each i n d i v i d u a l c a s e t! a:].:: the s t o c k h o l d e r 
s rJ e ••;: r.: •.'..•; a h ,• • • •g e ?.; u a t s t a n d' 1 o s s e s c a u s e d o r t: o b a c a i : s c d b y t: h e 
change :kr a k -v;;::or;j tion, percolation and other shrinkage, whlcl i 
ioss^_: -a aa ic Lpatcd losses snail be reasonably determined by the 
Soar.. . .'
 : 11 be charged against the water sought to i.-, charged. 
Upon aaavovai O L any change or exchange to or from municipal or 
i n d u a a • L •'; 1 11 a* e t he Sec r e t a r y s h a 11 stam p o n t h e certificate or 
c e r 11: i a a i e s i 1i v o 1 v e d a p p r o p r i a t e words t o i n d i c a t e s u c h c h a n g e or 
exchange, a'o stock shall be transferred for transmountain diversion. 
•j... ao n.ew s tock, in a.ddit i.on t:o t:ha,t heretofore issued, shall 
b e i s a u a d w i 1I1 o u t the conveyance t o t h i s c o r p o r a, t i o n o f a n, e w w a t: e r 
right or water rights which, will, provide water for each share equal 
to 111o (:aain t: i ty of wa ter represented, by the s tock here tofore issued. 
ARTICLE XVI 
The assessment of both classes of stock of this corporation 
shall be equitable, as determined by the Board, of Directors, but need 
not, be equal. In making such assessments, the Board of Directors shall 
take into consideration the purpose of use. of the water, and, the con-
structing, operating and maintaining the water facilities involved 
in making delivery of water. Class A stock arid Class B stock shall be 
assessed for general corporate purposes, including but, not limited to 
expenses of administration of the company water systems and of con-
structing, reconstructing and operating a n d ma I n t a, i n i n, g f a c, I i 111, e s 
used by both classes of s tock. 0n 1 y Class A. s tock shall be a.sse.ssed. 
t. o p a y 1 o r t h e c osts and expenses,, o f c o n s t, r u c 11 n g, reconstructing, 
operating and maintaining facilities for the use and benefit only 
of owners of Class A, stock. Only Class B stock shall be assessed to 
p a, y the Co m p a n y ' s s h a. r e o f c o n st ruction charges, o p e r a, 11 o n, an d 
rnainfpnance charges, and other charges for Emery Coun.ty Pr 3ject Wa,t:er. 
i\. As s e s s men t s for the p ur po s e of op era. t ing and ma in tain, ing 
I 111 > north bitch, C1 e v e 1, a n d C a, n a I, a n d H u n, t i n g t o n, Canal s h a 1,1 b e 1 e v i e d 
against the stock using each, such ditch or" canal in addition to 
assessments for general corporation, purposes. 
C. Except as limited and defined above, the capital stock of 
this corporation shall be assessable in such amounts and at such 
times, and in such, manner and for such purpose as the Board of Directors 
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shall : 
shall a 
o f a .*•:• 
(j\v. i Luc to ti me do tern 
;.*;•••:«:•: :•_ n ts oi stock foi 
i i 11 e ; p r o v i d e c 1 h o w e v c r , t!: 
c o n :• f rue t lo n, re pa i r e r 
in no event 
.ntenanee 
• n i or cite;; 
i n c u r r e c 
icni;:v execec 
:o:".c cruc : 
I. lie number of shares of stock of this corporation present 
or represented at the meeting by holders of valid proxies was / $ £ CJLQ 
shares, .ill of which were entitled to vote; that the amended artic 1 es 
sec our abo ve were voted on separately by secre t bailo t; t: 1: ia C t:he 
n u ir.b e r of shares voted in favor of the amen dmen t to Artie 1 e IV wa s 
/2. "J if'-'''-1 tim! I., he. nurnlxM" of shares voted against the amendment to 
7 — -
A r t i c l e IV was JZ c/t L\J , t h a t t h e number of s h a r e s i ?'oced in f a v o r 
if the amendment: to A r t i c l e V was f£ ti'J*]. ^nd the number of s h a r e s 
v u t o. 11 a g a i n si: t he a me n d me n t t: o A r t i c 1 e V w a s , 3& 4^Vi? : t h a t the n u mb e r 
VUT U,^K f o [ : < h a r e r> v o t e d in f a v o r o I; t h e a rn end m e n t t o Article X VI wa s y y £c 
and trie number of shares voted against the amendment to Article 
XVI was 3 (y *//£ • 
"•?". there are two classes of stock issued -and outstanding 
Class A in: dliss 3 and that each share of each class e f srock is 
entities to one 
y/-
Dated this ^2 /—day of February, 1977. 
HUNTINGTO M-C LE VELAM D IRRIGAT10M CO MPAN Y 
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STA':;-
appo: 
I >;/ ", 
Sec re 
that 
cor;". 
this 
: ~.t. . *1111 'jr McE 1 prang and Rona 1 d Gibb , who b e ing 
declared that they are the President and 
I'jc.Lve'.y, o*~ i'ln :: i ngt;on-C Ieveland Irrigation Compan> 
.•lion and that the statements therein contained ar- i:r-:. 
;i.r,ncd the foregoing document as 
// 
I n w i t n G s s wh e r eo f, I h a. ve hereunto set my t;a a d and seal 
day of f^^4rr; 191 7. 
My Co mm i. .*> s i 0 n E x p i r e s : 
""ftbtar/r Pub Tic 
R e s i d i n g at^TT) 
1 
tvfc, f; Ws 
Rev 6-3'S 
EXHIBIT P-jh 
CERTIFICATE OF AMENl'lMFF! 1 " 
OF 
HUNTINGT0N-CLEVE3LAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
The Department c? Business Regulat ion, Divis ion of Corporations and Commercial ( 
to the *. Utah...Non-Prof it...CQrpQX^tion ; • ;
 ci 
hereby issues a Certificate of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of ....: .' 
..' ' : .HUN^^ '.' :; ' ..;...,; 
File No. £20179 
Dated th: 2nd 
Julv -
J 
A ! i •". " / 
.D i rec tor Division of Cc 
Commercial Code 
r jprations and 
o. I J 1 IZZETTE 
30 SOU! H MAir ! 
HELPER. UTAH 3^526 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
t h e u n d e r s i g n e d c o r p o r a t i o n a d o p t s : h c Amended A r t i c l e s <. '1 
^ o r a t i o n a t t a c n e d h e r e t o a s - s A^t i - - - s • : n c ; / n o r a t : c * 
IRRIGATION -COMPANY. 
(2) The Amended A r t i c l e s of i n c o r p o r a t i o n a d o p t e d ' - a r e a t t a c h e d . 
h e r e t o and made a p a r t h e r e o f . 
(3) On. J u n e 2 6 , 19 8 7 , s a i d Amended .. A r t i c l e s ~ I n c o r - ' 
p o r a t j o n w e r e a d o p t e d . a t a s p e c i a ] m e e t i n g o £ ' • * : ~ k n o 1 d r- i ? 
having--voting-rights -with * a"*'quorum present , ano m a t s.;:o Amended 
Articles c ' Incorporation received; at iea~:t tv.->-thir :s c: ti le 
v : * .. ••-'.'• • ' '• ' ? '••, ; '/: at '':*" : meeting * . * •-^ r-nteci 
b^ ^roxy were -J./.X-NCJ ;^ \,wLe-
(4) Tha -. written o: printed, notice witl i a copy -of the 
A „* !- " 
S *C G ' J . < i i M u O r <_ r i • -. t A >„ U *, * .; < - i > I ,. . . . . . - •. . O S t i - *-: 
p r e p a i d , more t h a n 10 d a / s b e f o r e t h e date- of s a i d ^ . e e t m c a d d r e s s e d 
t • • , - - , . 
t h e c o r p o r a t i o i i . 
D a t e d t h i s 2 6 t h d a y of J u r > s i*>\ \ 
• ;. J : - * L . v s : . A •: - R R i G A T I O I: i c o M P A N Y 
X 
••: j0 ^ 
; \ 
• ^ 
6 ^ -
r . : \ i : L ^ - b O L 
A c t , 
I n c c 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
CO! )l IT : )1: El 1E.R :i:' ) 
I M.\:vt-t- - - e t a 
is th'? p r e s i d e n t or Kun'-.ip.qtor. -Cif-velar.-: i'^igatior; C o m p a n y , that 
c' i h 1 i "* i o h ev~ e b v c e r t i f v 
> I" ^  ° P '^  1 ^  A ' ^-"ipo^r-pH Kp ^ ^ v-p 
Wherec 
this 2-th dav 
M • ' C o m .miss i o n E x p i r e s 
.1 2/13/39 
Notary PUDlie 
Residina at: • He] pei: I Jt a 1 i 
AMENDED 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
"•ARTIL, 
NAME 
T. * O HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIG AT ION COM-PAN Y . 
ARTICL: II 
Tne p e r i o d or i n s durat ion *shaLl- be perp'et-uM' 
ARTICLr I i I 
O o J E u i ^ c* I . JRPOSE3 
/ i ^ . o p e r a t i o n i s c« r.r>n -prof i* rv .^M 1 ^ l i g a t i o n company 
^.^3 t-'np , --<*,-*- ,. -i r ' ^ ^ P s c ; r,M>-.-i-•; t s o : ^.- d <:' r D o r a t i on a r e ':-vi 
n a m e r a c q u i p ::i<i ' i s t r i o u t c wat^r t o r . i L . u a > i< . w st.( < -Nwal^ i , 
h o u s e h o l - ™iir • ^ ' i p 3 ' ! ^ r ^ * nd'i '-t r : a 1 pMrp<^-er- ^f:d * : r a r r v i n : 
powers: 
- 1 -
1 19 
To acquire by purchase or otherwise, appropriation, subseric-
t donation, exchana? • r "-•- *-v^rat*'' -
 :--or^<r-c-
i^ ,,j., water, water ri'."* . - p<: 
personal, of every kind .v.: nature necessax * , useful < r.cidenra. 
r~n*~ ~rd nun:noss r- or a4: en. T ^  • * 
power shai - ... \"< powe: J -uiw: u :nu . c ,.ny ^ r- : 
surplus water whicn n; a.v f r ,^ T i ir- time ! •-* available. 
; ' ' ' ' • ' r, t or k holders . 
To -. . operate, ir.ainca : n , v . ..stiu^t:, reconstruct cans, reser-
voirs. canals, ditcnes, pewer slants, puT.pinc plann^ ana ^:re: 
• - > • ' < • 
s y s t e m s , nui.rUa.iKjb oi m t e r e s i b t u e r e i 
To b o r r o w i r o i - v . i n c u r i prior r e d n e s s , r n o r t q a g e o: o l e d c e * i e 
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r
' ' • ' • .3 s s e t s i t r ^ '"'or 
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a c q u i r e , cw: .v . > - : r : i e r w i s e d i s p o n e o t * : - x c h a n g e n : 
u u r o o j--i 
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stock or stock of other corporations. 
To do any and all things whether herein mentioned or not, 
necessary or incidental to the carrying out of the purposes herein 
set forth. 
B.- The canals and ditches owned, operated and maintained by 
the corporation are:' " CI.) The Huntington' Canal;" "(2) Th^ North 
Ditch; and (3) The* Cleveland Canal. 
ARTICLE IV 
STOCK 
A. All members of the corporation shall be stockholders of 
the* corporation and', the*'stock of: the cdrpora-tianrSK&ir be*"divid*ed 
into 2 classes* of .stock as follows; 
1. 15.7,000 shares of Class A stock of no par value each 
share to represent primary water on a proportionate basis, to 
which the corporation is entitled, which water shall include all 
direct flow and storage water, excepting only Emery County Project 
water. 
2. 16,687 shares of Class B stock of no par value each 
share to represent a right to use 1/28,100 part of Emery County 
Project water as defined in the applicable contracts for the use 
of project water. 
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B. The Boarc of Directors of this corporation snail nave 
authority to receive and act upon written applications from stock-
holders for permanent changes in the point of diversion, place 
and nature of use of water represented by Class A or Class B 
stock in this corporation and used in.company's water facilities. 
Before approving any applications, the Board shall in each instance 
consider all relevant facts and circumstances and shall impose 
any and all reasonable- conditions necessary to protect tnis cor-
poration and its stockholders including but limited to a specific 
condition in each individual case that the stockholder seeking 
the change- must stand all* losses and expanses- caused, O P to be 
caused by -the 'change 'through • evaporation, percolation and .other-
shrinkage, which losses or anticipated losses shall be reasonably 
determined by the Board and shall be charged against the water 
sought to be changed. 
C. (1) Upon written request of a stockholder and subject 
to the written approval of the Board of Directors, Class A stock 
of the corporation may be transferred from an existing canal or 
ditch owned, operated and maintained by the corporation to another 
existing canal or ditch owned, operated and maintained by the 
corporation. 
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(2) Each share of stock transferred hereafter snail have 
written thereon the name of the existing delivering canal or 
ditch company and a corresponding entry shall be made on the 
corporation stock books. Such designation shall be perpetuated 
on any and all subsequent transfers of such-stock. 
D. No Class" A-'or Class* B stock shall be transferred for 
transmountain diversion. 
ARTICLE V 
OFFICERS 
A. The Board of Directors of this corporation shall consist 
of .nine- : (9)- 'members.-- .The President and- Vice President -of -'the. 
corporation-shall be. -elected. by and from- the-members-of the Board" 
of Directors. The Board of Directors shall" appoint the Secretary 
and Treasurer. One person may be both Secretary and Treasurer as 
•the Board of Directors may determine. All Directors shall serve 
for a period of two years each. 
B. All nine (9) directors must be residents of Emery County/ 
own at least 50 shares of the Class A stock of the corporation 
and must be a stockholder using and having water distributed to 
such stockholder for irrigation use as shown on the books and 
records of the corporation. They shall be elected as follows: 
i. Three cirectors of the corporation snail be electee oy 
the stockholders using and having water distributed to them for 
irrigation use in the Huntington Canal as shown on the books and 
recards of the corporation. 
2- Two directors of .'.the • corporation, shall be elected by the 
stockholders using and having water -distributed to them far irri-
gation use in the- North Ditch as shown on the books and -records 
of the corporation. 
3. Four directors of the corporation shall be elected by 
the stockholders using and having water distributed to them for 
irrigation", use-in. the Cleveland.* Canal as -s-h.own on 'the- ±>ooks -and 
records, of the. corporation. -;' -
 #v • . ... 
4. All other stockholders.using and having water- distributed 
to them for irrigation use as shown by the books and records of 
the corporation not entitled to vote in the Huntington Canal, the 
North Ditch and the Cleveland Canal shall vote in the North 
Ditch; ' ' ; 
5. Stockholders using and having water distributed to them 
for municipal or industrial purposes shall not be entitled to 
vote in the Huntington Canal, the North Ditch and the Cleveland 
Canal but shall be entitled to vote in the Annual Meeting of the 
Corporation. 
6. (a) At the annual meeting of the corporation all 
directors elected from Huntington Canal, the North Ditch and the 
Cleveland Canal shall be approved by majority vote of all stock-
holders using and having water, distributed to them for irrigation 
purposes and also by'majority vote of the stockholders usjLng and 
having water distributed * to them for municipal and industrial 
purposes. 
(b) If any director is not approved as set forth above the 
office of such director not approved as aforesaid shall be declared 
. vacant-.and such- vacancy.-sjha 11 be-fi-1 led .upon J:he-nomination .and-
consent of the remaining director (s) .Representing the • canal or 
ditch from which the vacancy occurred and with the consent of a 
majority of the Board of Directors. 
C. (1) The President, the vice-president and any director 
may resign by filing a written resignation with the Secretary. 
The Secretary and -Treasurer. may resign by filing a written resig-
nation with the President of the corporation. 
(2) Any director may be removed from office for cause by a 
majority vote of the stockholders of the representative canal or 
ditch who elected the Director. 
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(3) A majority of the Board of Directors shall be necessary 
to constitute a quorum to transact business and exercise the 
corporate powers of the corporation. 
(4) Vacancies by death or resignation of a director in the 
Board- of Directors shall be filled by nomination -and consent-of 
the director(s) representing the canal' or ditch from which the 
vacancy occurred and with the consent of a majority of the Board 
of Directors. 
D. (1) Cumulative voting shall not be. allowed under these 
Articles. No stockholder can accumulate votes by giving one. 
-candi.da.te-for director as many votes as* the miftber of such:*direc1:6rs 
multiplied Joy the number*, of; shares shaLi- equal nor"by distributing* 
such votes on the same principle among any number of such candidates. 
(2) A. That at all annual or special meetings of the 
stockholders of the corporation, every stockholder shall be entitled 
to one vote in person or by proxy for each share owned by said 
stockholder. 
B. That all special canal or ditch meetings, of the stock-
holders, stockholders using and having water distributed to them 
for irrigation use in any such canal or ditch shall be entitled 
to one vote in person or by proxy for each share owned by said 
- 8 -
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stockholder. 
(3) That stockholders or directors of the Huntingdon Canal, 
North Ditch and Cleveland Canal, using and having water distributed 
to them for irrigation use in such canal or ditch may hold 
special meetings for the transaction .of business pertaining solely 
to their respective canal or "ditch; provided in so doing-.they do' 
not interfere with'the business or rights reserved to the corpor-
ation, or with the rights of the other canals or ditches in which 
they are not interested. 
(4) The management and control of the Huntington Canal, the 
No-rth Ditch and th*e Cleveland Canal shall be-vested in the-directors 
elected from' th:e stockholders using or having water distributed 
to them for irrigation use in said canal or ditch, subject-however 
to such general rules and regulations as may be prescribed in the 
By-laws of the corporation by the Board of Directors. 
ARTICLE VI 
PLACE 0F : BUSINESS, REGISTERED OFFICE & AGENT 
The p r i n c i p a l p l a c e of b u s i n e s s of t h e c o r p o r a t i o n s h a l l be 
in Hun t ing ton , Emery Coun ty , S t a t e of Utah , which o f f i c e may be 
changed a t any t ime by t h e Board of D i r e c t o r s w i t h o u t amendment 
t o t h e s e A r t i c l e s of I n c o r p o r a t i o n . The r e g i s t e r e d o f f i c e of t h e 
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corporation shall be at the principal place of business and ins 
registered agent is: 
Mar U. Grange 
55 North Main 
Huntington, Utah 84528 
ARTICLE VII 
MEETINGS 
A. The annual meeting of the corporation shall be held in 
Huntington, Utah or Cleveland, Utah as specified by the Board of 
Directors on any day except Sunday in the third week of February 
upon giving 10 days prior written notice to the stockholders by 
the secretary of the ..corporation of • the date/ time and place of^ 
•'said meeting. 
B. The annual meeting of .the stockholders of the Huntington 
Canal and North Ditch using and having water distributed to them 
for irrigation use shall be held in Huntington, Utah on any day 
except Sunday in the second week of February upon giving 10 days 
prior written notice -to said stockholders of the date, time and 
place of said meeting. 
C. The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Cleveland 
Canal using and having water distributed to them for irrigation 
use shall be held in Cleveland, Utah on any day except Sunday in 
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the first week of February upon giving 10 cays prior written 
notice to said stockholder of the date, time and place of said 
meeting. 
D. After said meetings, the chairman of each meeting shall 
certify to the -corporation in .writing 'the names /and addresses of 
the Director(s) elected at said meetings. 
E. 
(1) Special stockholders meetings of the corporation may be 
called by or at the request of a majority of all the owners of 
the issued and outstanding stock or by written request of 25% of 
the owners of.-the issued and outstanding stock of the corporation. 
(2) -Special -meetings of stockholders -using and having water 
distributed to them for irrigation use in the Huntington Canal, 
the Cleveland Canal and the North Ditch may be called by or at 
the request of a majority of the directors or by the written 
request of 25% of the' issued and outstanding stock using and 
having water distributed to them for irrigation use in said Canals 
or Ditch. 
(3) The secretary of the corporation shall give 10 days 
prior written notice by mail of the date, time and place of all 
special meetings. 
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ARTICLE VIII 
BYLAWS 
Tne Board of Directors shall adopt such Bylaws for the corpor-
ation as are consistent with these Articles of Incorporation. 
Any Bylaw or Bylaws so adopted may be amended or repealed by 
vo.te of a majority of the stockholders present at any annual or 
special stockholders meeting called for that purpose upon 10 days 
prior written notice setting forth the proposed amendment. 
ARTICLE IX 
DISSOLUTION 
This corporation shall be dissolved according to the laws of 
the State of Utah, in such cases made and provided. In the event 
of dissolution of the company, each stockholder shall receive his 
proportionate share of the corporation's property and assets based 
upon patronage insofar as is practicable, after paying or providing 
for the payment of all debts of the company* 
ARTICLE X 
PRIVATE PROPERTY 
The private property of the stockholders of this corporation 
shall not be liable for the debts or obligations of the corporation. 
ARTICLE XI 
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ASSESSMENTS 
A. The capital stock of this corporation shall be assessed 
in such amounts and at such times and in such manner and for such 
uses and purposes as the Board of Directors shall from time to 
time determine and the assessment of both classes of. stock of 
this corporation shall be in such amounts as determined by the 
Board of Directors including, without being limited to, the following 
purposes: 
(1) Class A & B stock shall be separately assessed for 
general administrative costs of the corporation. 
(2) Class A & B stock shall be separately assessed for 
operation, and maintenance of the canals, dams,
 m reservoirs and 
other irrigation works of the corporation. 
(3) Class B stock shall be assessed for Emery County Project 
repayment costs. Provided, however, that Class B stock transferred 
and relinquished under an approved contract entered into by the 
corporation shall not be assessed for Emery County project repayment 
costs. 
(4) Class A stock shall be assessed for payments due the 
State of Utah for any canal, dams, reservoirs or other irrigation 
works contract entered into by the corporation and the State of 
- 13 -
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Utah. 
B. In addition to the above assessments Class A stock used 
for municipal or industrial purposes shall be assessed a municipal 
or industrial assessment in such amount as the Board of Directors 
may determine, provided, however, that such municipal and industrial 
assessment shall be increased only in the same proportion as 
assessments for irrigation purposes. 
C. The Board of Directors shall also have authority to tix, 
levy and collect an annual stockholder minimum assessment in such 
sum as the Board of Directors may determine from time to time. 
D. (1) Delinquent stock assessments may be collected in 
the manner now or hereafter provided by law, including the right 
to sell stock for delinquent assessments at public sale for the 
non-payment of such assessments if it deems such sale advisable. 
Public sale of Class B stock for delinquency shall be subject to 
the approval of the United States Bureau of Reclamation. 
(2) In addition to the right of the corporation to sell 
stock as aforesaid, this corporation through its Board of Directors 
may refuse to transfer stock on the books of the corporation 
unless said delinquent assessments, including costs, a late charge 
and interest, are paid in full. 
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(3) This corporation may also withhold the delivery of 
water on stock until said delinquent assessments, including costs, 
a late charge and interest, are paid in full. 
(4) The remedies provided in this section are additional 
and cumulative and any or all of such remedies may be employed by 
the Board of Directors of the corporation for the collection of 
delinquent assessments. 
Dated this 26th day of June , 1987. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEV^AND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
BY: sd?b $y[< <yfr^^S S. hal Guymon, ^ r £ s i d e n t 
ATTEST: 
Maf U. Grange', Secretary 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
§ 
COUNTY OF EMERY ) 
S. Hal Guymon and Mar U. Grange, being first duly sworn upon 
their oaths, depose and say: 
That they are the president and secretary of Huntington-Cleve-
land Irrigation Company; that they have signed and read the above 
and foregoing Amended Articles of Incorporation and know the 
- 15 -
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contents thereof; that the same are true of their own knov/ledge, 
except,as to matters therein stated upon information and belief, 
and as to such matters, that they believe it to be true. 
/ 
^X/./Zi--* S. Ha ^ - t ^ ^ " lymon 
Mar'U. Grange ' 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26 day of June 
1987 
My Commission Expires: 
12/13/89 
Notary Publy 
Residing at: Helper, Utah 
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AGENT1S ACCEPTANCE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
§ 
COUNTY OF EMERY ) 
I, Mar U. Grange, being first duly sworn, hereby acknowledge 
appointment as registered agent of Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation 
Company, and hereby accept said appointment as such agefit"• 
Mar U. Granqe / mg* 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26 day of June 
1987, 
Notiary Putfiic 
My:Commission Expires: Residing at: Helper, Utah 
12/13/89 
16£ 
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A K T I C L ^ L - N A M E 
Tv.'Z name c:~ ir/.i 'J~-~. ivc.-rv'ofLi c;:".v.u^:". L >~ J N T I X G I ^ . . ^--^--n V. .AN."* 
IRRIGATION'.COMPANY (hereinafter referred to as the "Company";. 
ARTICLE n . - DURATION 
The period of duration of the Company shall be perpetuaL 
A R T I C L E H L - OBJECTS & P U R P O S E S 
The Company is a non-profit mutual irrigation company, the objects and business'pursuiis 
of which arc set forth in Article 111 of the Company's Articles of Incorporation. T h e canals and 
ditches presently owned, operated, and maintained by the Company arc: (1) The Huntington 
Canal; (2) The North Ditch; and (3) The Cleveland Canal, 
ARTICLE I V , - S T O C K 
A . * CLASSES O * STOCK* A1J members ot the Company shall be stockholders and 
the stock of the Company shall be divided into two classes, Class A Stock and Class B Stock, 
as act forth in j^rticlc IV-A of the Company's Articles of Incorporation. 
B , TRANSFER O F S T O C K . Transfers of Class A Stock may be made as 
authorized in Article IV-C of the Company's A n k l e s of Incorporation, Subject to approval by 
the Board of Directors, Class A Stock shall bo assignable and transferable on the b taks of the 
Company only upon written request of the person in whose name it appears on said books, by 
his or her legal representative^), or by his or her duly authorized agent. In case of transfer by 
M7oo.HDwt.i2 Page -4-
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aiiorEey, ULS power of aitoroey, duly czzznixi and ^^cwiecged, stall be deposited with the 
before a new certificate may be issued. l\o transfer thai! be niade upon u.o booi'i c: u.: 
Company within tea (10) days immediately preceding die annual meeting of the s:ockhQlrl.?.r:. 
C. DESCRIPTION OF STOCK CERTIFICATES. The certificates of stock for 
the Company shall be in such form as shall be determined by the Board of Directon. The 
certificates shall be consecutively numbered and duly signed by the President or such other 
officer authorized by law and by the Board of Directon, and countersigned by the Secretary and 
scaled with thciseai of the Company. In accordance with Article IV-C(2) of the Company's.. 
Articles of locorporaLioa, the certificates shall exhibit the stockholder's name, the-number of 
shares of stock represented thereby, the delivering canal or ditch, any condition or restriction 
placed thereon, and any other information designated by the Board of Directors, Such 
information shall be perpetuated on any and.all subsequent transfers of such stock.. The nar$c 
and address of the stockholder, the number of shares of stock,, the delivering canal or ditch, the 
nature of use, the place of use, any condition or restriction;placcd thereon, and the idatc of issue 
shall be entered ;in the stock transfer books of the Company which shall be kept at the principal 
office of the Company. 
D. CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS ON STOCK. In accordance with Article 
IV-C(2) of the Company's Articles of Incorporation, upon written request and 15 days notice 
from the Company, stock certificates shall be surrendered to the Company for re-Issuance to the 
stockholder with the name of the delivering canal or ditch, the nature of use, the place of use, 
and/or any other reasonable condition or restriction written thereon. 
36700.HU60I.12 Page -5-
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E. LOST, STOLEN, OR DESTROYED CI^TTFICATES, If 2. stockholder shall 
discretion, direct thai a new certificate be issued, upon the making of an affidavit of lital fact 
by the person claiming the old certificate was lost, stolen, destroyed and upon the deposit of a 
bond or other indemnity in such form and amount and with such sureties, if any, as the Board 
may require. . 
F. SURRENDER AND TRANSFER OF CERTIFICATES, Upon surrender of a 
certificate to the Company, properly endorsed for transfer with a signature guaranteed by a bank • 
licensed in Utah or accompanied- by proper evidence of,succession, assignment, or other;. 
authority of transfer, the Company shall issue a new certificate to the person or entity entitled 
thereto and shall cancel the old certificate. Every such transfer shall be entered on the transfer 
books of the Company. 
. jGr .::, STOCKHOLDER. OF RECORD./The Company, shall be entitled.to treat the-
holder of record- according to die stock transfer books of the Company of any -share as. tho hbidcr; 
in fact thereof, and ihali not be bound to recognize any. equitable claim or other claim to, or 
interest in, such share on the part of any other person whether or not the Company shall have 
express or other; notice thereof except as expressly provided by the laws of this State, 
ARTICLE V. - FISCAL YEAR 
The fiscal year of the Company shall be the calendar year from January 1st to:Dccember 
31st of each year. 
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' KTTCLT-: V!. - J'TJKC^^T. or?~ r71: «r; REGISTERED AGENT 
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provided in Ardcle VI of the Company's Articles of Inccrporatioii and may be changed from 
time to time by the Board of Directors in accordance with Article VI thereof and Utah Code 
Ann. 5 16-6-25.1. The registered agent of the Company may also be changed from time to time 
by the Board of Directors in accordance with Utah Code Ann. { 16-6-25.2. 
ARTICLE VTL - BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
A. .ELECTION OF DIRECTORS. The Board of Directors shall consistof nine (9) 
Directors, each:of whom shall be elected as provided in Article V of the Company's Articles 
of Incorporation. 
B, POWERS & DUTIES OF DIRECTORS, The Board of Director*", shall have 
the control and 'geaeral management of the affairs and business of the Company. ThpDirectors 
shall in all cases act as a Board, ritberas a Company Board or as a Canal Board ai appropriate, 
regularly convcoed, and may adopt such rules and regulations for the conduct of meetings and 
the management of the Company as may bo deemed proper, so Jong as they, arc not inconsistent 
with these Bylaws, the Company1! Articles of Incorporation, and the laws of the State of Utah. 
C- TENURE & QUALIFICATIONS OF DIRECTORS, Each Director shall hold 
office until for a term of two years and thereafter until a successor shall have been duly elected 
and qualified. The qualifications for a Director are as set forth in Article V-B of the Company's 
Articles of Incorporation. 
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D. RESIGNA.TIOI\T OF DIRECTORS, A Director may resign at any time by 
resignsrion xhali uike effee; upon receipt thereof by tie Board, regardless of ^tcmcz or no:;i: 
is accepted by the Board. 
E- REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS, Any or all of the Director may be removed f$i 
cauSS by a majprity vote of the stockholders of the canal or ditch electing such Director(s) or 
by a majority vpte of the Board of Directors. ADircctor may be removed without cause only 
by a msyority vote of all stockholder*!. 
Fr .VACANCIES,.. A vacancy .caused .by the resignation, removal, or..death of a . 
Director shall be filled by a Director appointed'by the remaining Directors representing the 
particular canal or ditch for which the vacancy ha* occurred and approved a majority vote of the 
Board of Directors in accordance with Articles V-B and V-C of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation- ;If there arc no other Directors representing the particular canal Or ditch fpr 
which the vacancy has occurred, a Director shall be cLccted by.the stockholders of that canal pr 
ditch at a duly; called special meeting. The Director &d elected* shall hold office for the 
unexpired term of his or her predecessor. 
G. CONTRACTS, LOANS, OR OTHER OBLIGATIONS. .No contract, loan, <?r 
other such obligation shall be executed in the name of, or on behalf of, the Company by any 
officer or agent of the Company unless specifically authorized to do so by a resolution the Board 
of Directory which authorization may be general or limited to specific conditions or 
circumstance* 
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VI t5t: KlLLSt* & X3i' 
II. HANDLING OFFINA.NCIAL MATTERS. All c o n t - ^ . ioc-r.s. choc]-, notes, 
evidences o: indebtedness, and cuicr such coci:n>cn^ rh^Ji re si-rr.ee r-y :.:rc rv'r'.r.vr r r r~*::::~cv: 
in these Bylaws or by juch persons as the Board of Directors may from time to time dedicate 
in such manner as xhali be detennined by the Board. AH funds of the Company not otherwise 
employed shall be rcguhriy deposited to the credit of the Company in such financial 
institution(s) as ithc Board of Directors shall designate. 
L YOTING. At all meetings of the Board of Directors, each directoHs to have one 
(1) vote, The acfof anuyority of the directors prasentattenuating at which t quorum I* present 
shall.be thfc act bf the' Board of Directors. 
J: QUORUM- In accordance with Article V-C(3) of the Company's Articles pf 
Incorporation, a majority of the Director! in the Board constitutes a quorum of the Board. The 
number of votes of Directors that shall be necessary for the transaction of any business of any 
specified item of business .at any meeting of the-Board-of Directors shall be a nttjbfity of the 
quorum that is -present If a quorum shall notTx* present at' any meeting of the "Board of 
Directors, those! present may. acjjoum the meeting, from time to time, until a quorum shall be 
present 
K. REGULAR BOARD MEETINGS. A regular meeting of the Board of Directors 
may be held without any notice, other than that given by this Bylaw, immediately following and 
at the same location as the annual meeting of stockholder*. The Directors may provide by 
resolution, the time and place for additional regular meetings without any notice other that such 
resolution. 
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L. SUECZAL BOARD RiEET^'GS- Specie! -.^L—s of the Eocrd of Directors 
n.a; 0^ cciicd b\ the Prcsiccnt or by iiic wnuja rc>;u^:: of si.:; ;~o i}*:^;^:. . r,;\cx, -^  L -
President, The President shall fix a time and place for the mecdng that is reasonable under uie 
circumstances. 
M- NOTICE OF BOARD MEETINGS. Meetings of the Board of Diroxars, regular 
or special, may be held upon such notice as the Board may prescribe by resolution. Attendance 
3f a Director at any meeting shall constitute waiver of notice of such meeting except where such 
Director attends a meeting for the express purpose of objectingto the tranxacting of any business 
at that meeting because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened. Neither the business to 
be transacted at, nor the purpose of, any regular or special meeting of the Board need be 
specified in thcjioticc or waiver of notice of such meeting, 
N. I^RESUMFHON OF ASSENT, A director who is present at a meeting of the 
Board, of Directors at which j&ction on. any corporate matter is taken shalLbo presmwLto hayc 
assented to the action taken unless that director9! dissent is entered in the minutes.of the sneering 
or unless he or she shall file written dissent to such action with the person acting as the 
Secretary of th$ meeting before the adjournment thereof or shall forward such dissent, by 
registered or certified mail, to the Secretary of the Company immediately after the sojournment 
of the meeting.: Such right to dissent shall not apply to a director who voted in favor of such 
action. 
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ARTICLE VIJJ. - OFFICERS 
A. ELECTION OF OFFICERS. The Lcxirc of Dircc:o:7. rh.:';! c'vr :. iTir.:.-.:-.-.;. 
Vice-President, :Sccretary, and Treasurer as provided in Article V of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. The President shall be a Director and shall be act as the Chairman of the Board 
af Directors. The Secretary and the Treasurer may be the same person if *o designated by the 
Board of Dirccton. The Board of Directors may also require the Secretary, the Treasurer, or 
any other officer or employee of the Company to give to the Company such security or bond 
for the faithful discharge of his orher duties as the Boaid may direct, 
B. DUTIES OF OFFICERS, The duties and powers of the officers of the Company 
shall be as follows: 
1; PRESIDENT. The President shall be the principal executive officer of 
the Company and, subject to the direction of the Board, shall supervise and control all of the 
business and affairs of the Company^  The President shall* preside* at all meetings'-of-the 
rtockholders and of the Board of Directors;* The -President shall: present a report of'the 
condition of the business of the Company at each annual meeting of the stockholders ax>d 
directors; cause; to be called regular and special meetings of the stockholders and Directors in 
accordance witlrthese Bylaws and the Company's Articles of Incorporation; appoint a?d remove, 
employ and discharge, and fix the compensation of all employees and agents of the Corapai\y 
other tiian the duly appointed officers, subject to* the approval of the Board of Directors; sign 
and make all contracts and agreements in the name of the Company, subject to the approval of 
the Board of Directors; sco that the books, reports, statements and certificates recuircd bv the 
statutes are properly kcptf made, and filed according to law; sign all certificate* of stock, note*, 
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drills, cr bills cf cxria~£c, warranu or other orders ;"or u\c payment of mor»cy duly drawn by 
the position and office and which arc required by law. 
2. VICE-PRESIDENT- During the absence or inability of the President to 
render and perform the President's duties or exercise the President's powers, as sd forth in these 
Bylaws or in the statutes under which the Company is organized, the same shall be; performed 
and exercised by the Vice-President and. when so acting, the Vice-President shall have all the 
powers and be subject to all the responsibilities hereby given to or imposed upop such President. 
The Vice-President shall also perform such pthcrdutics as are-from time to rime assigned by the 
President or the; Board of Directors. 
3. SECRETARY. The Secretary shall keep the minutes of the meetings of 
the Board of Directors, and of the stockholders in appropriate books; shall give and serve all 
notices of the Company; and shall be custodian of the records and of the corporate seal and affix 
the latter when required. In addition, the Secretary shall keep the stock transfer bdoks.in the 
manner prescribed by law and by these Bylaws so as to show at all timesthe amount of stock 
issued and outstanding; the names and addresses of the owners thereof; the numbed of shares 
owned by each; .the nature and place of use of the wata associated with each share; the time at 
which each person became the owner thereof; and such other information as is appropriate; and 
keep such stock transfer books open daily during the business hours of the office of the 
Company, subject to the inspection of any stockholder of the Company, and permit such 
stockholder to make extracts from said books to the extent prescribed by law. The Secretary 
shall also sign all certificates of stock; shall present to the Board of Directors at thdr meetings 
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all communications addressee to the Secretin' ofncip.iiv, by v.z President, or any officer or 
scoclioLjer o* tiie Company; zz.Q vizll allege to an. conv-sror.ecr.ee isi rcTiO™ 2.1 ire duties 
incident to the office of Secretary. The Secretary ihall also perform such other duties as arc 
from time to time assigned by the President or the Board of Directors. 
4. TREASUREBL The Treasurer shall: have the care and custody of and be 
responsible for all the funds and securities o f the .Company; deposit all such fund* ih the name 
o f the Company in such banlc o r banks, trust company or trust companies, or safe deposit vaults 
as the Board of-Directors may designate; exhibit at'all reasonable times the C b m p a h y 1 books 
and accounts to any director or stockholder o f the Company'upon application at the .office o f the 
Company during business hours; render a statement of the conditions of the finances o f the 
Company at each regular meeting o f tho Board o f Directors and at such other times as shall be 
required, as well as a full financial report at the annual meeting of the stockholders; keep, at the 
office o f the .Company,, correct b o o l a o f account o f all its business and transactions and such 
other books o f account as the Board o f Directors may require; and do and perfora* ell duties 
appertaining to the office of Treasurer. The Treasurer shall also perform such other duties as 
are from time to time assigned by the President or the Board of Directors. 
C D E S I G N A T I O N O F O F F I C E R S - An office* may resign at any time by giving 
written notice qi accordance with Article V - C o f tho Company1* Articles o f Inc^rporatioti. 
Unless otherwise specified In the notice f the resignation shall take effect upon receipt o f said 
notice, regardless of whether or not i t is accepted by the Company, 
D . R E M O V A L O F O F F I C E R S , Any or all o f the officers may be removed by a 
majority vote of.the Board o f Directors whenever the Board determines it is in the best interests 
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of the Company. The removal of en officer r:v-!! no: rr^iKlicc any cczi^c: ri^hi- of the 
removed officer. However, decuon oraproinirner.t <L< ar. cfr.ccr, of iu.-r.::*. i.::.il! :•-•* .'• -.:•; ;-.;v--
contract rights.j (Utah Code Ana. § 16-6-40.) 
E. VACANCIES. A vacancy caused by the resignation, removal, or dcsih of an 
officer shall be filled by a majority vote of the Board of Directors. 
A R T I C L E I X . - C O M P E N S A T I O N 
A. C O M P E N S A T I O N O F D I R E C T O R S . By resolution Of the Board of Directors, 
the Directors may be paid their expenses, if any, of attendance at each meeting of the Board of 
Directors, or each may be paid a stated salary as a Director. N o such payment shall preclude 
any Director from serving the Company i n any other capacity and receiving compensation 
therefor. 
B . COMPENSATION O F O F F I C E R S . The office** shall tecelve such salary or 
compensation as may be determined by the Board of Directors, 
A R T I C L E X . - S T O C K H O L D E R S 
A. A N N U A L & S P E C I A L M E E T I N G S . Annual and Special Meetings of the 
stockholders shall be held as provided for in Articles V - D and VII of the Company's Articles 
of Incorporatiori. 
B. C A L U N G S P E C I A L M E E T I N G S . In accordance with Article VII-E of the 
Company1! Articles o f Incorporation, special meetings shall be called as follows: (1) special 
itockholder meetings for all stockholders o f the Company may be called by writtenircquest of 
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a rr.zjorliy of til Directors cr by wrrjm requeue ci" the owr^ ccs c: zi least 25 % of tfic issued and 
cuis^ivoing sx-:l: of inc Corr.prinv; (2) i:prc:^l ^cliholJcr ::-.xu:^.-. :o: ;".c-:"::i:Ol^ -i": 'r.uvir.5 
stock for irriganon use in any of the Company' s canals or ditch may be called by written request 
of a majority of all Directors or by written request of the owners of at least 25% of the issued 
and outstanding stock for irrigation use in the Company's canals or ditch; and {3) special 
stockholder meetings for stockholders having stock for irrigation use in a particular Company 
canal or ditch may be called by written request of a majority of all Directors representing that 
canal or ditch or by written request .pf the owners of at least 25# of the-issued and outstanding, 
stock for irrigation use in that particular canal or ditch. • Tho written requests required herein 
shall be given to the President and shall specify a time and place lor the meeting that is 
reasonable under the circumstances* 
C. NOTICE. The Secretary shall provide notice by mail to all stockholders of 
record as of. the record date established pursuant to.i^ijicle X-F. of -.these Bylaws, for all 
stockholder meetings in accordance with Articles V-D and,VII of .the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. 
D. MAILING NOTICE. The mailing of all required notices under the Articles of 
Incorporation and these Bylaws shall be deemed to bo delivered when deposited in the United 
States mail, addressed to the stockholder at his address as it appears on tho Company's stock 
transfer books, and with postage provided thereon, 
E. WAIVER OF NOTICE. Whenever any notice is required to be given to any 
stockholder or Director, a waiver thereof in writing signed by the person or persons entitled to 
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such notice, whether before cr L:\CT the trr^ rlstr-i therein, rh.~)i bt r.?-::v?Jcr.t: to the f.ivirip, of 
such notice. 
F« VOTING LIST. The Secretary thill establish a stockholder of record dzic for 
each stockholder meeting and shall close and bring current the stock tramfcr books' as of such 
dale. The stock transfer books shall bo subject to inspection by any stockholder at any time 
during usual business hours wd shall also be subject to the inspection of any stockholder during 
the whole time of the meeting. The stock transfer books shall be prima facie evidence as to the 
list of stockholders who are entitled to yote at the meeting. 
L. STOCKHOLDER OF REC^RDDATE* For the purpose of deteniiin^ 
stockholders entitled to receive notice off or to Yote at, any meeting of stockholders or any 
adjournment thereof, or in order to make a determination of stockholders for any other proper 
purpose, the Company^ stock tramfcr books shall be closed for tea (10) days prior to any 
meeting which is -being called. The stockholders as they are then listed* on the stock transfer 
books shall be the stockholders of record and the record date shall be the date on which said 
books were closed. If under emergency conditions, the stock transfer books cannot be closed 
for ten (IQ) days prior to the meeting, the record date shall be fixed for the determination of 
stockholders entitled to receive notice off or to vote at, such a meeting of stockholders as the 
date on which notice of the meeting is mailed. When a determination of stockholders entitled 
to vote at any; meeting of stockbolden has been made as provided in this section, such 
determination shall apply to any adjournment thereof, 
2« NATURE OF WATER USE, The voting procedures established in 
Article V and Article VII of the Company's Articles of Incorporation are based upon whether 
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or no: the wa^r:. represented by each iharc of slod: is used for irrigation purposes. With respect 
to the votL*^ righ 15 aiii procedures ^x forJi Li the Cou'Oiny'i: .Mviciei of Inojrr/Oi^dcn and 
these Bylaws, "irrigation use" shall mean water applied to land for crop or livestock feed 
production purposes for pecuniary gain and "municipal and industrial use" shall include all 
beneficial uses which axe not clarified hereunder!** 'irrigation use." The designation as to the 
nature of use to' which each share of water is being placed shall be conclusively established by 
the designation pa the books and records of the Company on the date of record as established 
in preceding. Stockholder o f Record Date provision.. 
G. VOTING.- • In accordance with Article V-D of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation, each stockholder of Class A Slock and Class B Stock is entitled to one (1) vote 
for each share of stock issued and outstanding in the name of such stockholder on the books of 
the Company on the dale of record. Cumulative voting shall not be allowed, 
H. PROXY* In accordance with Article V-D of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation, votes may be cast in person or by 'written,- authorized proxy. Bach proxy must 
be executed in writing by the stockholder or the stockholder's duly authorized attorney. The 
proxies shall beifilcd with the Secretary of the Company before or at the time of the meeting. 
No proxy shall be valid after the expiration of dcyca (11) months from the date of its execution 
unless its duration shall have been specified therein. Every proxy shall be revocable at the 
discretion of the person executing it or of his or her personal reprcscntatiYo(s) or a*$ign(s). 
L VOTING BY CERTAIN TYPES OF STOCKHOLDERS. Special voting niles 
and procedures apply to certain types of stockholder! as follows: 
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1- Corporate £iodl;oIc>^< $:::>rc^ held in the r\nn:c orr.rr-thcr corrorv.tior: 
may be voted by such officer, c^cci, cr proxy <s the byhrvr of such cornorr.::^:; rr.^ .y r:"rr.;r!:--
or, in the absoocc of such provision, as the Board of Directors of such corporation mr,y 
determine. 
2. Representative Stockholders- Shares held by a personal representative, 
administrator, executor, guardian, or conservator may be voted either in person or by proxy 
without a transfer of such shares into his or her name. Shares held in the name of a trustee may 
be voted by the trustee cither in person or by proxy, but no trustee shall be entitled to vote 
shares held by pc trustee without a transfer of such shares into that trustee's name. 
3; Stockholders in Receitershlp* Shares held in the name of a receiver may 
be voted by that receiver, and shares held by or under the control of a receiver may be vot^d 
by that receiver without the transfer thereof into the receiver's name if authority so to do be 
contained in an appropriate Order of die Court by which that receiver was appointed. 
4i Stockholders or Pledged Shares* A stockholder whose shares are pledged 
xhall be entitled ;to vote those shares until the shares have been transferred into the name of the 
pledgee mdf thereafter, the pledgee shall be entitled to vote the shares to transferred. 
5. Treasury Shares* Shares of stock in this Company belonging to this 
Company or held by it in a fiduciary capacity shall not be voted, directly or indirectly, at any 
meeting, and shall not be counted in determining the total number of outstanding shares at aniy 
given time. 
J. QUORUM- For the purposes of the regularly scheduled annual meetings only, 
all stockholders present in person or by proxy shall constitute a quorum and a majority vote of 
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such quorum shall be L msiority voic cf ths £U>ekir3iuer£t to the maximum extent allowed by 
iiw. i;or trve purposes 01 nil other ir.ccC;r:£.s, n ::-^jj~iy c: ;«. r^ic^cccri c^::i:co 10 vo-ie on 
a pirticukr mzVjz: mas: be represented in person or by proxy in order to constitute a quorum 
and a majority vote of such quorum shall be the action of the stockholders on that matter. 
K. ORDER OF BUSINESS. The order of business at all annual meetings of the 
stockholders, axjd at all special meeting as applicable, shall be as follows: 
i; Roll Call. 
2: Reading of thje notice of the meeting. 
3. Secretary** report on the number of shares of irrigation stock and number 
of shares of other stock present in person or by proxy. 
4; Reading of the minutes of the preceding meeting and approval thereof. 
5; President's Business Report, 
6: Approval of Directors by a majority of the irrigation stockholders present 
in person or by proxy. 
7. Approval of Directors by a majority of the other stockholder present in 
penoo or by proxy. 
81 Presentation of tho Annual Report on Financial Condition of the 
Company. 
9; Unfinished business. 
l6. New Business. 
ARTICLE XL - CHANGE APPLICATIONS 
A. APPLICATIONS, In accordance with Article IV-B of the Company's Articles 
of Incorporation^ all proposed changes in the nature of use, place of diversion, and ptacc of use 
must be submitted In writing to the Secretary of the Company and shall be subject to approval 
by the Directors over the canal or dilch presently delivering the water at a duly noticed and 
called meeting. If the change involves another canal or ditch, It shall also be subject to approval 
by the Directors :over such other canal or ditch. If any canal board having jurisdiction over the 
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proposed ciiangc docs not approve of the change, i: shall be denied. The rtorh'holdcr requesting 
tiic change or any Direc^r may, by written request to the Secretary, asl: tiia: the •r;cci::;.;r. of thr. 
individual canal boards be reconsidered by the Company's full Board of Directors at a duly 
noticed and called meeting. In considering any change request, the Directors shall consider all 
relevant facts, circumstances, and impacts and ihall impose any and all reasonable conditions 
necessary to protect the Company and its stockholder!, including but not limited to, a specific 
condition that the itockholder requesting the change bear all losses and expenses caused by the 
change through waporatioo, percolation, or other shrinkage, and such other anticipated losses 
as the Directory ihall reasonably determine. The decision of the full Board of Directors sMll 
be final on the issue, 
B. NO TRANSBASIN OR TRANSMOUNTAIN CHANGES, In accordance with 
Article IV-D of the Company1! Articles of Incorporation, the Company shall not allow or 
approve transbasin or transmountain change requests or change requests which would result in 
the place of uso being outside of the Company's service area, as may be determined by the 
Board of Directors from time to time, 
G APPLICATIONS TO THE STATE ENGINEER. If an approved change request 
requires the filing of a change application with the State Engineer*! Office, the change 
application shall be filed by and in the name of the Comnanv. and shall be prosecuted bv the 
Company, with the stockholder requesting the change paying all associated costs and providing 
all of the necessary information and evidence. 
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ARTICLE JIIL - WATER DISTRIBUnOXS 
A. DISTRIBUTION LIST, Or. or before April Istof c?.ch y.^r, \'~r. f::7r-:-ry rhr.1! 
prepare a distribution list of the water owned or leased by the Company in Huntington GrccJ:, 
the Huntington Canal, the North Ditch, and the Cleveland Canal. 
B. TRANSFER WATER- As provided in Article JV-C of the Company's Articles 
of IncorporatioQ and the applicable provisions of these Bylaws, upon written request on or befope 
April 1st of each year and subject to the written approval of the Board of Directors, Class A 
stock may be transferred from an existing canal or ditch of the Company to another canal or 
ditch of the Company. 
C. LEASE-BACK WATER. AH written requests for Utah Power <fc Light or 
Pacificorp wale* that is kased back to the stockhokJen by the Company shall be made In writing 
to the Board of Directors on or before April 1st of each year (referenced to the letter of 
understanding dated February 8, 1985 and the operating criteria dated October 2, 1984; Bureau 
of Reclamation,'Utah Power & Light Company, Emery Conservancy District, and Huntington-
Cleveland Irrigation Company). 
D. CANAL WATERMASTERS. Befoce the beginning of each irrigation season: 
(1) the four Directors representing the Cleveland Canal shall appoint a head watcrmaster to 
distribute the w t^cr in the Cleveland Canal; (2) the three Directors representing the HuntingtoQ 
Canal shall appoint a bead watennaster to distribute tbe waters of tbo Huntington Canal; and (3) 
the two Director^ representing the North Ditch shall appoint a head watennaster to distribute the 
waters of the North Ditch? 
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E. RESERVOIR MASTER- On or before April 1st of each year, the Board of 
DLrcc^rs of the Company shall appoint a reservoir ni^sicr to GV<^Z<JZ and ciaiaiain all reservoirs 
belonging to W. company. 
F. TERMS OF SERVICE. All person* appointed pursuant to this Article shall 
serve until tbeiri successor! are appointed and qualified. 
ARHCLEXI1L - ASSESSMENTS 
The stock of this Company shall be assess in such amounts and at such times and in such 
manner and for ;uch uses and purposes as the Board of Directors may determine in accordance 
with the provisions in Article XI of the Company's Articles of Incorporation. 
ARTICLE XIV. - INDEMNIFICATION 
Any person made a party to or involved in any civil, criminal, or administrative action 
by reason of the fact that this person or his or her testator or intestate is or was a director, 
officer, or employee of the Company, or of any Company which he or she, the testator, <p 
inicstaie served as such at the request of the Company, shall be indemnified by the Company 
against expensed reasonably incurred by him or her or imposed on him or her in connection with 
or resulting froo} the defense of such action and in connection with or resulting from fcny appeal 
thereon, except with xespect to matters ax to which it is adjudged in such action that stfch officer, 
director, or employee was liable to the Company, or to such other coqxxation, for negligence 
or misconduct in the performance of his or her duty. As used herein, the term •expense* shall 
include all obligations incurred by audi person far the payment of moocy, including without 
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limitation attorney's fees, jud^incntt, swards, finer, penalties, and s~our.tr. paid in r^sfaction 
of judgment or in settlement of any inch acdon, exeep: ^:::::i pa:c 10 r;-.::. 0-::::;.*ov/ or r •:•.': 
other corporation by him or her. 
A judgment or coavicdoa whether based on pica of guilty or nolo contcr^cre or its 
equivalent, or after trial, ihall not of itself be deemed an adjudication that such director, officer 
QT employee is liable to the Company, or such other corporation, tor negligence or misconduct 
in the performance of his or her duties. Determination of the rights of such indemnification and 
the amount thereof may be made at the optioa of the person to be indemnified pursuant to 
procedure set forth, from time to time, in the Bylaws, or by any of-the following procedures: 
(a) order of the Court or administrative body or agency haying jurisdiction of the actiod; 
(b) resolution adopted by a majority of the quorum of the Board of Directors without counting 
in such majority my director* who have incurred expenses in connection with such action; (c) if 
there is no quorum of directors who have not incurred expense in connection with such action, 
then by resolution adopted by a majority of the committee of stockholders and directors who 
have not incurred such expenses appointed by the Board of Directors; (d) resolution adopted by 
a majority of the quorum of the directors entitled to vote at any meeting; or (e) Ondcr of any 
Court having jurisdiction over the Company, Any such determination that a payment by way 
of indemnity should be mado will be binding upon the Company. Such right of Indemnification 
shall not be exclusive of any other right which such directors, officers, and employees of the 
Company and the other persons above mentioned may have or hereafter acquire, and without 
limiting the generality of such statement, they shall be entitled to their respective rights of 
indemnification :under any Bylaw, Agreement, vote of stockholders, provision of law, or 
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otherwise in addition to their rights u.r*dcr this ArJcir. 7h~ previsions of this Article:shall apply 
to any member ;of any committee Lj>r>oimrU by "J*.:. •:.":'.;•: c Vi-rir^zr. .r: :Vl:y ~r '.: ••/":. .'-.'•";• 
person had been a director, officer or employee of the Company. 
ARTICLE XV, - ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT 
The President and the Board of Directors shall prepare, or cause to be prepared by a 
qualified accountant, an annual report on the financial condition of the Company at: the end of 
each fiscal year; The President or his designee shall present this report to the stockholders at 
the annual meeting. 
ARTICLE XVL - AMENDMENTS TO THE BYLAWS 
These bylaws may be amended as set forth in Article VIII of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. 
APPROVED AND ADOPTED by majority vote of the Board of Director* at a duly 
noticed and called meeting oa this day of J , 1995. 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company. 
By: 
Kay Jensen, President 
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ccniiv: 
1. Thai I im the duly elected and acting SeercuL-y of KUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, a Utah corporation; and 
2. Thai'the foregoing Bylawi, comprising twenty-five (25) pages, including this page, 
constitute the Bylaws of said Company as duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors 
thereof duly held on the day of , 1995. 
Vardea Willsoa, Secretary 
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